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Illfiri! OBSEItVIJi
-“THAT THY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”
VOL. VI. WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1835 NO. 5.
GEOROE W. MYERS, PRINTER.
LIFE AND DEATH.
0 fear not thou to die!
But rather fear to live; for life
Has thousand snares thy feet to try,
By peril, pain, and strife.
Brief is the work of death ;
But life !—the spirit shrinks to see
How full, ere heaven recalls the breath 
The cup of wo may be.
Q fear not thou to die 1
No more to suffer or to sin;
No snares without thy faith to try,
No traitor heart within!
But fear, O, rather fear,
The gay, the light, the changeful scene,
The flattering smiles that greet thee here,
From heaven thy heart to wean.
Fear, lest, in evil hour,—
Thy pure and holy hope o’ercome,
By clouds that in the horizon lower,—
Thy spirit feel that gloom,
Which, over earth and heaven,
The covering throws of wild despair;
And deem itself the unforgiven,
Predestined child of care.
O fear not thou to die!
To die; and be that blessed one,
Who in the bright and beauteous sky,
May feel his conflict done—
May feel that, never more,
The tear of grief or shame shall come,
For thousand wanderings from the Power 
Who loved, and called him home!
[Afeut Month. Mag.
S E L F-E X A M I N AT IO N;
OR 365 QUESTIONS, BEING ONE FOR EVERY DAY
IN THE YEAR.
NOVEMBER.
18. Am I negligent of the means afforded for the im­
provement of my health, to appear self-denying, and indif­
ferent to suffering?
19. When I have a reply at Wand, pertinent or con­
clusive, can I withhold it if it is too sharp or cutting?
20. Can I give thanks to God, for an increase of grace 
and fruits of faith in others ?
21. Do I pray with an enlarged charity for all denomi­
nations of Christians?
22. Do I falsely interpret suffering for my own sin, and 
imprudence, as persecution for righteousness sake?
23. When I join with the church in singing praises to 
my Lord, O! do I sing with the spirit and the understand­
ing?
24. Am I able to bear with patience and humility, the 
taunts and revilings of the ungodly?
THE O BS EIIVER.
THE PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH 
IN AMERICA.
Dr. Jarvis, who has recently returned from spending 
several years in Europe, has given, in a sermon preached in 
August last, and again by request in October before the 
Convention of the Diocese of Connecticut, the results of 
his observations on the position and influence of our 
Church in this country, compared with others differently 
situated and constituted. As far as his observations are 
correct, it is hoped they will have a tendency not to make 
us high minded, hut fear, lest the evils of prosperity come 
upon us, and we forget the hand that has lifted us up, 
and “set our feet upon a rock, and established our goings.”
We are indebted to the Churchman for the following 
extract.
“I have been absent from the Church which 
1 love and venerate, and from the country of 
my birth and best affections, for many years.— 
And I return to both with the deep and firm 
conviction, that no Church, and no nation under 
heaven, have greater cause for devout gratitude 
to God than our own.
“ A somewhat extended view of the religious 
state of Europe, from the Papacy, in all its ex­
ternal splendor and internal deformnity, to the 
naked simplicity, and weakness, and deadness 
of Protestant Geneva has convinced me, that 
all connection with temporal power and wordly 
policy is injurious to the spirituality of the Re­
deemer’s kingdom. I am thankful, therefore, 
that our Church is permitted to exhibit to the 
world the example of pure and primitive Chris­
tianity, relying for her maintenance only on 
her divine Head, and claiming to be received 
only for her inherent excellence. I do not de­
ny that human establishments may have many 
advantages, so long as they uphold a pure faith 
and a form of sound words. But they are like 
the elephants of ancient warfare. They may, 
for a while, lead the embattled forces of God’s 
people to glory and to victory; but if they turn 
their unwieldy strength backward,'they spread 
consternation and ruin among the ranks they 
were destined to protect. It is well for us then, 
that we are permitted to act, as Christians and 
as Churchmen, without any entangling connec­
tions. If we survey our own history, we shall 
perceive that the union of our parent Church 
with the civil government of England, was one 
of the greatest obstacles to our growth in this 
country: that the supposed tendency of that 
Church toward monarchy and feudal institutions 
led many to embrace Presbyterianism, as more 
favorable to a republican government: that the 
political struggle between the mother country 
and colonies, and the part taken in that contest 
by many Americans, from their affection to the 
Church ofEngiand, tended to foster these pre­
judices; that the animosities of the Puritans to­
ward the Church, rendered inveterate from 
the sufferings inflicted on them by the state, 
were carefully nurtured and cherished here ; 
and, consequently, that the Revolution, by 
which all these arbitrary associations were se­
vered, was as great a blessing to our Church as 
it was to th® nation itself.
“ Still, from all these concurrent causes, it re­
mained even at the period to which I have now 
alluded, a feeble ,though somewhat increasing 
body. The colleges, and others places of edu­
cation, were conducted, with scarcely an ex­
ception, by persons avowedly hostile to all our 
institutions. Our youth were therefore in per­
petual danger of being alienated from our com ­
munion, or at least, rendered indifferent to our
distinctive principles. Our clergy were in­
debted only to private and individual exertions 
for the scanty amount they could obtain of 
theological learning. Our parishes were small, 
and with the exception of New-York, unaided 
in the burden of supporting their ministers.
“ Such was the condition of our Church less 
than ten years ago. What, on my return, do I 
now find it ? Blessed be God for the change, 
which he, and he alone, has wrought 1 To him 
be ascribed the kingdom, the power, and the 
glory! I find, among those estimable and 
pious men, who love the Lord Jesus Christ 
in sincerity, but who, from the various causes 1 
have described, had nourished a feeling of en­
mity toward us,—I find among many such men 
an entire change of feeling, which we hail with 
gratitude to that blessed Spirit, by whose in­
fluence alone it has been wrought. The sober 
minded are beginning to feel the fatal effect of 
division and intestine commotion, from which 
they see us to be comparatively free,—as free, 
perhaps, as the infirmities of our nature, in 
this militant state, will permit. They who op­
posed us from political motives, see that the 
kingdom of Christ, being designed by her di­
vine Founder to be universal, may be easily 
adapted to every torm of civil goverment, while 
it properly amalgamates with none. They see 
that the ark of God, even when it totters needs 
no support from the hand of unauthorized pow­
er ; that the Church, when restored to her orig­
inal independence on state governments, has 
within herself, the vitality, and strength, and 
simplicity, which fit her to be the efficient in­
strument of counteracting the evil of a worldly 
spirit; that the government of bishops, and the 
use of a scriptural liturgy will save her, even 
in the worst of times, and under every discour­
agement.
“ Another circumstance which operates in 
favor of our Church, is the alarm excited bv the 
efforts of the Church of Rome. As the divi­
sions among, Protestants operated from the very 
first as a diversion in tavor ot the Papacy, of 
which that subtle adversary wat not slow in tak­
ing advantage, so it begins to be seen that unity 
of effort must be resorted to in America to 
check the progress of Romanism. But what 
unity can there be, unless they go back to that 
state of the Church which existed before Pope­
ry had any being ? Here, then, is another pre­
paration from without, by which our progress 
will be accelerated.
“ The prospect from within is still more cheer­
ing. I find colleges flourishing, which when I 
went away were struggling for existence. I find 
our Theological Seminary, which then seemed 
unlikely to be extensively useful, now filled 
with ardent, pious and well educated youth. I 
find the fathers of our Church, the successsors 
to the apostolic office, increased in number, and 
already planting the cross in those regions which 
but a few years ago, were a natural or a moral 
wilderness. And, Brethren, since this discourse 
was written, I have seen our Church taking the 
glorious stand of sending forth a missionary 
bishop into her waste and perishing borders.— 
I find a body of young clergy, who are begin­
ning to exhibit the fruits of our collegiate and 
theological courses of learning. I find our laity 
arising with animation to this great work, and 
with a liberal hand pouring into the Church 
their offerings of lime, and money, and intellect­
ual and moral efforts. 1 find parishes, formerly 
weak and dispirited now numerous, and in the 
enjoyment of all the means of grace, and bless­
ed with all the hopes of glory. I find our clergy 
generally united in doctrineand affection, going 
forth to their labor with consenting hearts, and 
mainly anxiousfor tlxe extension of the Rcdeem- 
ev’s kingdom. I find my Churth, once the off­
spring of missionary labour, now in her turn 
extending the blessings of the Gospel to hea­
then lands, and repaying to another member of 
Christ’s body a portion of that aid which she 
herself formerly received. I find my country 
advanced in prosperity to a degree unimagina­
ble and inconceivable, by any who have not 
seen it with their own eyes. 1 find a life, and 
activity, and enterprise, a youthful ardor and 
vigor arising from the freedom of our institu­
tions and our peculiar position, which elewhere 
it would be in vain to look for. And from this 
united view of my Church and my country, I 
am constrained to ask, Who are better situat­
ed than ourselves to become the heralds of the 
Cross? This life, and activity, and enterprise, 
and ardor, and vigor, which is the characteristic 
of our countrymen, needs only to be directed 
into right channels. In proportion as a lively 
sense of the unsearchable riches of Christ is dif­
fused through our nation, in the same propor­
tion will these energies be properly and suc­
cessfully directed. In proportion as our Church 
is extended and strengthened in our own coun­
try, will the share be increased in which Chris­
tian America will act for the conversion of the 
world. And for this reason; that we hold the 
pure and primitive form of Christianity unfet­
tered by any ties of human policy; that we can 
speak to the nations with authority as ambassa­
dors of God; that we can excite no jealousies 
among onr fellow Christians, which do not arise 
from their own defects or corruptions; that we 
holding the same episcopacy with the Greek 
and Eastern Christians, and having correct 
views ourselves of the nature of the Christian 
Church, shall neither wish to interfere, nor be 
suspected of interfering with their inherent 
rights. All that we shall strive to effect will be 
to render anew to them that learning, of which 
they were the original source; to diffuse among 
them that spirit of ardent’zeal, of which a long 
night of slavery and the chilling and withering 
hand of despotism hath deprived them; and thus 
under the Divine blessing, to brighten anew 
their dimmed and tarnished lustre.
Thus far, Brethren, was I enabled to speak 
in the beginning of the month of August. Since 
then, the session of the General Convention has 
taken place : and it is needless for me tj> enu­
merate its joyful issues. It the prospect was 
cheering before that event, what is it now when
the whole Church hath avowed to the world her 
solemn determination to go forth in the power 
of the Lold, to the ingathering of this mighty 
harvest.”
range my dress—let me have music and close 
my eyes in harmony.
But this passed away with the return off pain, 
and he once more asked eagerly for opium to 
end his struggle. The physician to quiet his 
mind, gave him some water in a cup, telling 
him it was opium ; he swallowed it dropped 
back upon his pillow, and was dead.
*****
“ My letter was interrupted,” writes the Rev. 
R. Watson, “ by being called to visit an old 
follower of Jesus Christ: I have been much 
profited by the interview. I have not been to 
instruct, but to be instructed. One of his ex­
pressions was, 1 Days, weeks, and months have 
rolled round during my affliction, and I have 
scarcely known the night from the day, and the 
day from the night, so rapidly and joyfully 
have the hours escaped me; I have felt no­
thing but joy and love; not for a moment have 
I been impatient or weary, or wished it other­
wise with me, so marvelously has God wrought 
in me.” This is the hand of God. This never 
grew in nature’s soil.
May I die the death of the righteous, and 
may my last end be like his.—S. «S. Jour.
RELIGIOUS.
FAMILY PRAYER.
“And let us worship God, he said,
With reverend air.”
To a friend, who has lately established the 
worship of God in his family, I wish to intimate 
a few things which may be of use to him, and 
I suggest them through the Visitor and Tele­
graph, that they may be read by others.
1. Be very grateful that you are permitted to 
worship in this way. You began family prayer 
from a conviction of duty ; esteem it also a pre­
cious privilege, and be glad when the time re­
turns. “Family religion is the best bond of do­
mestic peace, the best solace of domestic afflic­
tion, the best security of domestic happiness, 
and an important means of growth in knowledge 
and in all religious feelings.” If this be so, it 
is not enough to pray in your family from a 
conviction of duty. You should rejoice that 
you have the privilege.
2. Let the time be fixed. “ The hour of 
prayer” should be known. You will be more 
likely to prepare for it, and so will all in your 
family who feel right. It honours God besides, 
to have all business cease, and give place to 
this religious duty. It magnifies the duty in 
the eyes of your family, when they see it in its 
place, like the furniture of your house, that no 
employment or company is allowed to put it 
aside . And again, if you aresystematic in this 
it will make you so in other things, and will 
form the same habits of order in all your family. 
Let the evening hour be early.
3. Do not let worldly or even religious con­
versation run up to the very moment of begin­
ning your family devotions. Some will continue 
to talk even after they have taken the Bible in 
hand. A tender conscience is shocked at such 
apparent, irreverence. Some ladies allow them- i 
| selves to knit ■ ■finoter is reading__
Yours, however, could not be guilty of such im­
propriety.
4. In general, read the Bible in course. If 
not you will slight some parts, and attend to 
others unduly. Do not read too much. Read 
distinctly, so that all can hear with ease. Sit 
not with your buck to any of the family. Do 
not sit, or lea n, as to appear careless or irrev­
erent.
Remark on some part of what you have read. 
It will fix the passage in your own mind, and 
probably in the minds of others. If you make 
no remark, pause when you read an important 
verse, or read it again. It will recall attention- 
Persons are often thinking of other things when 
the chapter is being read, and often before they 
are aware. Do not be long in looking for your 
chapter and hymn.
5. In some families they do not sing. Do 
not omit it; your children and servants will thus 
learn to sing, and will, if they sing at home sel­
dom fail to sing at church. In towns it is an 
important way of confessing Christ before men.
1 have often been much impressed, as I passed 
along the street, by hearing the song of praise 
from a family altar. Do not sing more than 
from three to five verses in general. Leave off 
with lines suited to make a good impression.
6. In prayer, be loud enough for all to hear 
easily. Be not too loud. Bring in, if possible 
something of the chapter or hymn. It will im­
press the truth, thus again presented, and will ( 
prevent sameness. If you do this, you will find , 
it best generally to sing first anil to read irarae- 1 
diately before the prayer. Do not loll on the 
chair. Do not bury your face in your hands.— 
Look up. Be studious of the proper length.— 
If you have given intimation that you are about 
to close, do not disappoint that expectation.— 
When all are weary and sleepy, be short and 
particularly fervent.
7. When the prayer is ended, do not, when 
you arise appear as if ashamed of what you had 
been doing. Do not immediately begin to talk. 
Let not the family run from their knees to their 
work, or “ rise up to play,” as if glad to be re­
leased. Every one should be taught to rise 
slowly and in general to sit down for a moment 
long enough to pray that the petitions offered 
up may be answered, and the service accepted; 
and to ask pardon if their thoughts have wan­
dered. After this moment’s silence, they may 
retire.
8. When asking a friend to officiate, do not 
say “go to duty.” Any thing is better. “Con­
duct family worship.” “ Fray with us.” “ Take 
that chair,” &c.
9. Some think that every reader in the fami­
ly should have a Bible and look over as you 
read. It would keep up attention. At any 
rate, let every one own a Bible. Direct them 
always to read in the same Bible.
10. Do not esteem these hints as unimportant. 
— Visitor and Telegraph.
DEATH BEDS—A CONTRAST.
Mirabeaujike all the leading names of France 
the last century, was an infidel. It was then the 
melancholy fashion of the time, and considered 
essential to the reputation of all who pretended 
to philosophy. There was but little in the re­
gion of the land to rebuke the evil spirit; and 
its name was legion. His last effort, when his 
speech failed him, was to write on his tablets,
“ Death is but a sleep,” and to request “ some 
opium to extinguish his life and his pains to­
gether.
Still, even in his fatal insensibility to all that 
constitutesthe true greatness oFthe dying mind, 
and to those illustrious hopes and feelings which 
to the Christian, throw their light across the 
grave, the sinking man of genius showed some 
of that brillant buoyancy which had once giv­
en him such distinction among his country­
men. “ Take away,” said he, “ from my sight 
those funeral looking things: why should man 
be surrendered to the grave before his time? 
Give me flowers—let me have essences—ar­
CLERICAL CHARACTER, 1735.
Much has been said, written and printed of 
the recklessness of the Episcopal Clergy in past 
times; and of the immoralities and light char­
acters of those, sent abroad to the plantations. 
That there have been bad men among our cler­
gy, is as true, as that there was a Judas among 
the Apostles—that the Church has ever coun­
tenanced such, is as true, as that the Apostles 
countenanced Judas in his sins; and the follow- 
ingextract from’the published proceedings of the 
venerable Missionary Society, to whom we owe 
so much, will show their vigilance exercised to­
ward all who were sent abroad. We copy the 
following notice which was issued by them in 
February, 1735. It was henceforward published 
in the printed reports of their proceedi ngs, and 
we know not, that it is not still continued by 
them as a standing direction to all the friends 
of ‘Christ and. the Church.— Missionary.
“ And the Society do now request, and ear­
nestly beseech all persons concerned, that they 
recommend no manout of favor or affection, or 
any other worldly consideration, but with a sin­
cere regard to the honor of Almighty God, and 
our blessed saviour; as they tender the interest 
of the Christian religion, and the good of men’s 
souls.
And the Society particularly desire their 
lriends in America to be so just to them, when 
any person appears there in the character of a 
Clergyman of the Church of England, but by 
his behaviour disgraces that character, to exam­
ine as far as may be into his letters of orders, 
his name and circumstances, and to inspect the 
public list of the names of the Missionaries of 
this Society, published annually with the abstract 
of their proceedings; and the Society are fully 
persuaded it will appear, ’that such unworthy 
person came thither without their knowledge; 
hut if it should happen, that any such should 
come thither from them, they entreat their 
friends in America, in the sacred name of Christ, 
to inform them, and they will put away from 
them that wicked person.
OLD HUMPHREY ON READING.
The other day it happened that, while I was 
sitting in the midst of a family, with several 
young people around me, the doctor called, one 
of the party being a little ailing. Now the doc­
tor is a friendly man, and of a kind-hearted 
disposition ; but very unsound in bis reli ­
gious views, inasmuch as he is guided by 
his own opinions instead of the scriptural re­
cords of eternal truth.
We were speaking of books, and of the great 
influence they had over the minds of their read­
ers, when the doctor unhesitatingly gave it as 
his opinion, that young people should be per­
mitted to read what books they pleased, good, 
and bad without restriction, to enable them to 
form a correct judgment respecting them.
“Young persons,’' said he “who are not al­
lowed to do this, are sure to form very cramp­
ed and precise notions.”
“ Well,” thinks I, “ the doctor gives his phy­
sic to those who want it, and why should not 
Old Humphrey? zX little dose on this occasion 
cannot hurt the doctor, and if it should do him 
no good, perhaps it may do some to the young 
people around me,” for they very naturally 
thought a good deal of what fell from the lips 
of their medical friend.
“ Let us see,” said I, “how this principle 
would work in common life; for my notions I 
must confess, are so ‘cramped and precise,’ that 
I prefer, as a guide in such matters, the expe­
rience of a thoughtful parent, to the inexperi­
ence of a thoughtless child. What say you toal- 
lowingyour own children to roam about your own 
office and to letting them taste without re t'-aint 
what they like, to enable them to form a correct 
judgment respecting them ? The first packet 
might be magnesia, and it might do them good , 
hut if the second happened to be arsenic,which 
is not very unlikely they would infallibly bepois- 
oned. If, instead of going to the substances, 
they went to the liquids, the first phial might 
have in it tincture of rhubarb, an excellent 
stomachic, but the second might contain prus­
sic acid, which, if highly concentrated, would 
inflict immediate death.
“ There is a difference between books and the 
contents of the apothecary's shop, certainly, 
and it is this—the one is medicine for the bo­
dy, and the other the soul. Books and medi 
cins are both influential, and the prussic acid 
which destroys the life of the body, is not more 
deadly than the bad books which poison the 
principles of the soul.”—<S. S. Jour.
gold and silver articles being placed upon a ta­
ble, he requested all the members of the family 
to unite with him in prayer. While on their 
knees, a French soldier burst open the door of 
the house, and stood still, until the jeweller 
closed the solemn exercises. He then invited 
the soldier to the table, saying Sir, takeof these 
articles whatever you please. No! said the sol­
dier, I will take nothing; but shall continue
with you as a guard, until we march away.__
At night, a bed was offered to the soldier, but 
he declined accepting it, preferring to remain 
in the room below, in order to be ready at any 
moment for defendingthe jeweller from plunder­
ers. The French after some days withdrew. The 
Soldier of course joined the troops. Stationed 
in another city, he was quartered at the house 
of an intimate friend of the jeweller, to whom 
he related this occurrence, adding, I never knew 
what fear was, until I unexpectedly saw the 
jeweller and his family upon their knees pray­
ing. Such was the degree of terror with which I 
was struck, that I could not move from the sill 
of the door, until the jeweller came to me ?— 
God protects his children.—E-van. Lutheran In­
telligencer.
GOOD LUCK.
The following remarkable assertion is made 
by Lord Falmouth, one of the most famous of 
tne British Admirals;
“ I have never known what fortune meant. I 
never chose my station and never had a friend 
but the king’s penant: but I have always gone 
where I was sent, and done what I was order­
ed; and he who will act upon the same princi­
ples, may do as I have done.”
Such an idea it would be well to impress upon 
the young,’to animate them to the exercise of 
judgment and habits of industry. Dr. Young 
has somewhere observed,
“ Look into those you call unfortunata,
And closer viewed, you’ll find they are unwise.”
It is one of the strongest arguments against 
lotteries, that they tend to beget q dependence 
upon chance, or fortune, and thus to teach men 
to undervalue industry and skill. Why, then 
should we, in all our business transactions, re-' 
cognize a chance"} “Why should we continu­
ally erect an altar to that unknown god,” and 
refer continually to his gifts all those advan­
tages which are the rewards of industry and 
virtue, sent in the course ot Providence, by 
Him “ from whom corneth down every good 
and perfect gift.”—U. S. Gazette.
THE times are out of joint.
Tt is singular to observe the ferment, excite­
ment, and outrage prevailing among the gov­
ernments of Europe, South America, and in 
our own country, in a time, if we may so speak, 
of universal peace. For a long period the world 
has not been so entirely exempt from national 
wars, as at present; and yet wherever we turn 
our gaze, we see the elements of discord ming­
ling together and threatening a final explosion. 
An unprecedented state of mind is it every 
where apparent, and it may readily be enlisted 
on almost every variety of subject. The dis­
passionate consideration of anytopichas become 
unpopular, and the best projects are driven into 
desperate extremes. It is impossible for us to 
observe the volcanic symptoms without appre­
hending an eruption ; and we should not be sur­
prised to see this fever of mind finding vent in 
all the horrors of universal war. We know of 
but one remedy for the evil——the conversion of 
men to God,—and until this remedy is applied, 
human depravity will betray itself in private ex­
travagances and outrages, murderous conspira­
cies, or in general and bloodly conflicts.—■ 
Churchman.
POWER OF PRAYER.
During the late French war, the French and
Prussian troops met in Lubec. The inhabitants 
could not anticipate any thing but plunder and 
murder. Among others, a very pious jeweller 
determined to fly to God for refuge. All his
A SPECIMEN OF FRENCH PREACHING.
“Why do you (Roman Catholics) read your 
prayers in Latin? ’ said a’friend to a french lady; 
“do you understand it?” “No sir,” said she,’ 
“it is very ridiculous that we do, but we cannot 
help it.’ “But why persevere in a custom 
which you think ridiculous?” “Ah!” said she, 
and a significant shrug spoke her meaning. “ Do 
you think the Bible enjoins all those ceremo­
nies ?”—“The Bible, sir—I don’t know ; I ne­
ver read the Bible.” “Never read the Bible, 
and yet profess to be a Christian !” “Ah ! you 
know we are Catholics.” “ But is a Catholic 
any thing different from a Christian ?” “ oh!
I don’t know, we leave all to our priests.” “ The 
priests, then, fill a very responsible situation.” 
Ah!” but this is our way; and Catholics don't 
trouble themselves much about these things.”
The woman is a specimen of thousands and 
tens of thousands in Prance and America.
[Raffle’s Tour.
Often the clearest day ends in a cloudy 
stormy night. Many enjoying the richest priv­
ileges, and making the purest* profession, have 
cast the Lord’s cords from them, and aposta­
tized from the good cause they had espoused, 
iheir lamps not fed by the oil of Grace, are 
extinguished by the wind of temptation. The 
naughtiness of their hearts long latent, breaks 
forth and discovers their true character. We 
have a striking instance of this in Judas. Hav­
ing long followed Christ and professed an un­
feigned attachment to his interest, at last he 
betrayed him. The same causes produced the 
same effects. The dreadful treachery and 
fatal end of Judas are recorded to warn nominal 
professors to the end of time.—Anon.
It was well said by Sir Francis Bacon, that “old 
wood is best to burn ; old friends best to trust; and 
old books best to read.” What- vast value do 
scholars put upon an ancient manuscript of the 
Book of Life; and the writing our names therein, 
the first born of all God’s favors. If God sets a 
value upon the first fruits of our services, how 
carelul should we be to magnify the first fruits of 
his goodness'! If old charters be of so great es­
teem as they nre in the world: what an immense 
estimate should we set upon the most ancient mag- 
na charta of our eternal election, having this seal, 
the Lord knoweth them that are his;—AV.e:n.
1 JLJ ~ —
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From the Episcopal Recorder.
the truth of the gospel.
The Revelation which has been mercifully 
wade to man, is addressed to him ir. language 
adapted to his capacities, and established upon 
evidence whose force he cannot, without vio­
lence to his conscience, resist. \\ hen we take 
un the production of any modern writer, say 
the Rambler, we feel as perfect an assurance 
with respect to the source of its sentiments, as 
though we heard them from the lips of the au­
thor himself. If we go back to Cicero, or Ta­
citus, orJosephus, the strength of the assurance 
is not in the least degree weakened. There has 
never yet been found a skeptic on this point. 
If we pass to the writings of Paul, or Peter, 
of Luke, or Matthew or John, the character of 
the evidence surely undergoes no change, or if 
it be changed it is an increase of force. Know­
ing the writers (under Divine direction,) of 
most of the books of Scripture, we give our at­
tention to the subjects which they present.— 
These are of such a character, and so treated, 
that it is impossible not to believe that the au­
thors were good and holy men, supremely anx­
ious to promote the welfare of their fellow crea­
tures. When, therefore, they inform us of facts 
which occurred belore their own eyes, facts,with 
respect to which no man of ordinary intelligence 
can he deceived, we must place implicit reliance 
upon their statements. “Wicked men,” it has 
been remarked, “ would not have written a book 
which so awfully condemned their whole con­
duct;” and good men would never have impos­
ed npon the world falsehoods of whose atroci­
ty they must, (upon the supposition of false­
hood,) all the while have been sensible, even 
when yielding life itself in attestation to their 
truth. The statement of the sacred writers 
being received, we have immediately the assur­
ance of a supernatural attestation to the truth 
of the Gospels such as could proceed only from 
him who has framed the laws of nature, and to 
whose controul, they must be for ever subject. 
“We have not, says St. Peter, “followed cun­
ningly devised fables, when we made known 
unto you the power and coming of our Lord 
Jesus Christ, but were eye witnesses of his ma­
jesty. For he received from God the Father 
honor and glory, 'this is my beloved Son, in whom 
I am well pleased’ ‘And this voice which came 
from heaven we heard when we were with him 
in the holy mount. This is the evidence of mi­
racles, any one of which among those recorded 
in Scripture, would be sufficient evidence of 
its divine orlcin. What then must be the ac­
cumulated weight of the whole?
Hut St. Peter continues, “we have also a 
more sure word of prophecy, whereunto ye do 
well, that ye take heed as unto a light that 
shincth in a dark place,”* &c. The testimony 
from this source is independent, and irresistible. 
It is, in fact, a standing miracle, an indubitable
Eroof, not only tliut the scriptures are from God, ut that he possesses the attributes of almigh­
ty wisdom, and power, which they attribute to 
him. That he foresees all things and controls 
nil events, the prophecies which he has inspired 
assure us; they are indeed a light shining in a 
dark place,” a ray of light from the throne of 
God whose brightness will continue to increase 
while the world endures.
Thesufficiency of the evidence from these two 
to prove the truth of the Scriptures few will un­
dertake to deny. 1 hat it does not produce its 
adequate effect in dispelling every degree of 
scepticism, that it does not produce its full and 
proper impression even upon the minds of Chris­
tians, is attributable only to the moral obliqui­
ty which prevails in the natural heart, and from 
the influence of which even the spiritual man is 
not entirely exempt. “If any man will do his 
will,” said our Lord, “he shall know of the 
doctrine whether it be of God, or whether I 
speak of myself.” And just in proportion to 
our interest in spiritual things anti our fitness 
to enjoy the contemplation and experience of 
them, will he our assurance of their truth and 
reality.
• 2 Peter, i, 17, 19.
From the Church Advocate.
FUGITIVE CHURCH HISTORY.
Who could express the value of an authen­
tic history of the Church, just after the days of 
the Apostles, had such a one been written by an 
rye, and ear witness? And may not many by- 
anil by exclaim, would that some one who liv­
ed^ amid the most critical periods in the history 
of the Church in these United States, had writ­
ten down what he saw, heard and felt while his 
impressions were fresh;—that we had not al­
ways to depend for histories upon the industry 
of an after age I A General convention never 
goes by me without the indulgence of an earnes' 
most earnest wish, that some one of tne mem­
bers would write a full and accurate history of 
all respecting it, which is worth preservation. 
Had the history of the Church in 1832 been 
thus written, probably the history of the en­
tire Church, since the Christian era, would not 
furnish richer materials, (even if accessible,) 
on the subject of episcopal resignation. Hut
a subject is o general and permanent in­
terest to the Church any country and in any 
age Who would not be glad to l/ave a report 
of the case adjudicated, la/cen on the spot, hke 
the reports of the decision of a civil tribunal? 
Who would not be glad to have an accurate ex- 
hibi ion of the reasons for the changes made in 
our liturgy? Where can they be found? Not 
in that most meagre skeleton of history, ajour-
i r i4oeJn°ne 8° f°[ cxamPlcto the jour­
nal of 1/89, the time when most of these alter 
at.ons were made: If I may judge of his disap­
pointment from my own, it will be keen enough 
We want fugitive history arrested for certain­
ty » sake also. Twice have our printed rubrics 
been disputed by the highest officers of the 
with' ?n ‘ BlSll°P BaSS char«ed tIle Prayer-book 
™u„i i" lhc
ol .he command’" m,e"ded "> "•« W
lionary. AccordS f the,r.summary, discre- 
allowed the clergy u/l Prillted circular, he 
the rubric as he under^'j?*e’,to conform to 
op went, by the way, upon the 3- -g?°d Bish’
other part, much less the whole Jf HC,ple that no 
munion service, was discretionary ? a'1te-cor»- 
comtncnt upon the understanding of the°oS°me 
tier.... modern interpreter, of rubric', ft'
bishop has contradicted the authority of the ru­
bric at the close of our Hook of Hymns: a thing 
which he might do, for aught known to the 
writer, so far as the first passage of the rubric is 
concerned; but which can evidently be done 
no longer, as the rubric was passed afresh when 
the hymns were revised in 1826.
Now to preserve us from such real or charg­
ed inaccuracies, the arrest of history in medio 
fugee, must be attempted, by those who see its 
flight and attempted before the sound of its re­
treating wings is lost on the ear.
A word more upon the value of ecclesiasti­
cal newspapers and pamphlets. These are some 
of the best, and sometimes the only resources of 
the historian. Let newspapers be filed; pam­
phlets collected and bound. Imagination can­
not tell to what,and to bow many uses they may 
be applied. Especially let our theological sem­
inaries be reservoirs for such materials, and let 
them be assorted and preserved with care. 1 he 
writer was long since applied to for episcopal 
pamphlets, of all sorts, to be stored away with 
hundreds and thousands of others, in the libra­
ry of Harvard University. Shall strangers take 
better care of our own history, than we our­
selves! 1
A GOOD WOMAN.
A correspondent of the Boston Recorder 
gives the following account of a pious woman s 
influence in the Colony at Cape I own, South 
Africa ;—
The arrival of the first missionaries of the 
London Society, in 1799, formed a brighter era. 
At this time, also there was here, the stay and 
staff of all religious enterprise, styled by every 
body, “Good mother Smith.” She had the 
faculty of uniting all the well disposed in reli­
gious effort. Having access to all classes, from 
the pockets of avarice she drew money, and 
from the strength of the slumbering, effort to 
subserve the cause of Christ. Among the youth 
and slaves she exerted a powerful influence 
holding frequent meetings, and expounded her­
self the word. Gifted with a powerful mind, 
and fitted for her career by heavy afflictions, 
though weak in body she accomplished won­
ders for the cause of Christ. Circumstances, 
however, were very favorable—the arrival of 
Vanderkemp and his brethren as above alluded 
to—the- labors of a very godly man in the 
Dutch church at the time. Hut more than ail, 
the noted earthquake, which shook all Cape 
Town, and the colony more or less for some 
months, and seemed to force on most minds 
thoughts of the judgment, was a circumstance 
which filled tlio lio.iHe of (Jod. drew the .it- 
tention of many to divine things,and led in some 
cases to saving conversion. Hut mother Smith 
is gone, and lies in the graveyard under this 
simple and touching inscription:
“Stay, friend of Jesus, drop a pious tear,
The dust of sainted mother Smith lies here,
And next hers, Vanderkemp's. Now go thy way,
Go and do likewise, till thy dying day,
For Zion’s sake employ thy gifls and prayers,
So shall thy life and death be lovely; be like theirs."
The circle of pious ones that she gathered 
around her is dispersed, the terrible earthquake 
is heard no more, and the people seem promis­
ing themselves that; to-morrow shall be as this
day, and much more abundant.”----Vermont
Chronicle.
EXTENDING GOOD.
In July last thirty.dollars were contributed, 
under the name of “a clergyman of the Pro­
testant Episcopal Church,” to constitute Sam­
uel Hope, Esq. of Liverpool, a life-member of 
the Union. As we have no other means of 
communicating with the unknown donor, we 
publish the following extract from a letter 
from Mr. Hope, dated at Liverpool the 24th of 
August.
“ I received, three or four days ago, your 
favour informing me of some unknown, but ac­
tively benevolent friend, who has long had the 
merit of stimulating others to efforts in the cause 
of truth by his own liberal example, having 
constituted tne a member of the American Sun­
day School Union for life, and conveying to me 
the customary certificate of membership, with a 
copy of his communication to your society, in 
which is expressed the hope that I may be 
prompted by his example to constitute some 
one else also a life-member, and thus act upon 
Franklins excellent maxim of making personal 
obligations pass round the circle of society.
“ Having felt interested in the object and pro­
ceedings of your society ever since I became 
acquainted with its existence; having been al­
ways delighted, and some times, I hope, not a 
little edified by the perusal of successive num­
bers of your Sunday-school Journal, which you 
have been kmd enough to forward to me, I feel 
thankfu that an incident so unlooked for should 
have called into exercise the transient desires 
I have sometimes felt to be instrumental in liv­
ing increased effect, in however small degree, 
to your highly important enterprise; and I lose 
no time therefore in begging that you will, In 
like manner, constitute John Cropper, Jr., E q., 
a life-member also, apprizing him ‘thereof by the 
same coarse of proceeding.” y
Mr. Hope also orders a number of our publi­
cations to be sent to the Rev. Mr Mark- £ ?i 
Serampore College, India, four e^mpleh s , 
the Journal, &c.—S. S. Journal
GERMAN THEOLOGY.
Whatever else we mav sav of tlm n«vve will not deny them the credit of un^er^nd’ 
■ng the relative value of their own authorsi and 
we publish the following estimate of Rosenmul 
ler as an act of charity to some i
may be husbanding their resources to obtffin'a
byrX“ukngt,eJ„be™10'' edited 
a/wer^hnil‘„'crae5’Cw"at"l)at''esOlO,giCa,‘Ch,?,“r
RosenmueUer's Scholia upon the Old TeTt°‘k 
,s lauded io English perlXb ™ 1
■ ngmshed production, an invaluable mine a id 
as such has a wonderful sale in England and u 
A merica; when every student among us, of ‘ 
a^nary Jndgment, knows that the whole book is 
taHe8 wS'nat‘n?t C°mpilation froin commen'- 
wh.ch we fin I*-6 themost Part well known ; in
d’ m various places, particular ex­
positions of the same• fining to Trouble
EUi'’^"'X°Evan"elical Church Journal and
lor a correct u''d^stdl’d'"f C|)urch Journalist 
logy; lor w u e mild teacher of sa-
clasps to Ins bosun the e(litor is
cred letters at Andover, the Romans
of opinion that his commentary .
“is distinguished neither for philology nor its
IS uisimgui»i.v Innkq askance on him
doctrinal exposition, and Io „ o e„i.:no. of 
as “ a very weak theologian. I o
P7/HrmTin^SnTe(3:iHs a position winch
;?,r2XVGo,iis“ never used in the New 
Testament as a,.plied to Christ s divinity; as al­
so in general til.it a derived subsistence stands 
in contradiction to the divine essence of Chi is . 
Hut in what manner he can proceed to defend 
the divine Unity, he does not explain. “ut ie 
further believes, that the doctrine of the Re­
formers concerning original sin is erroneous , 
children are born without sin, properly so cal 
ed; and Adam’s sin, and their abode among 
sinners, give occasion, sooner or later, to then 
sinning. Mr. Stuart appears to us to be a very 
weak theologian, (ein sehr schwacher dogmas- 
tiker,)but his acutely-presented opinions must 
necessarily lead to deeper investigation. 
Churchman.
THE COMING OF THE BRIDEGROOM.
Matt. xxv. 10. And while they went to buy, the bride­
groom came; and they that were ready went in with him 
to the marriage: and the door was shut.
The following account has recently been given 
of a marriage ceremony in the east:—“ The 
bridegroom came from a distance, and the bride 
lived at Serampore, to which place the bride­
groom was to come by water. After waiting 
two or three hours, at length, near midnight it 
was announced, as if in the very words of scrip ­
ture, ‘Behold the bridegroom cornethlgoye 
out to meet him.’ All the persons employed 
now lighted their lamps, and ran with them in 
their hands to fill up their stations in the pro­
cession: some of them had lost their lights, and 
were unprepared, but it was then too late to 
seek them, and the cavalcade moved forward to 
the house of the bride, at which place the com­
pany entered a large and splendidly illuminat­
ed area, before the house, covered with an aw-
• .. ___ of-friends drCSS-
ed in their best apparel, were seated upon mats. 
The bridegroom was carried in the arms of a 
friend, and placed in a superb seat in the midst 
of the company, where he sat a short time, and 
then went into the house, the door of which was 
immediately shut, and guarded by sepoys ; I 
and others expostulated with the door-keeper, 
hut in vain. Never was I so struck with our 
Lord’s beautiful parable as at this moment—
‘ and the door was shut!”'—IVard’s History of 
the Hindoos.
EASTERN MOURNING.
Rae Wilson when leaving Bethlehem observes,
“When departing from the convent, my atten­
tion was attracted by a crowd of women, rang­
ed in a circle, who seemed overpowered with 
grief and despair, and were making an extra 
ordinary howling or inarticulate noise. On ap­
proaching them, I found they were sitting 
around a recently dug grave, lamenting the loss 
of a native of the village, whose body was laid 
in it.
“ Many of these females hung down their 
heads upon their breasts ; others were wringing 
their hands, and wept bitterly, looking at the 
same time into the grave; several were actu­
ally howling aloud,in a peculiar tremulous tone, 
as if suffering acute bodily pain, and in reality 
appearing to feel a deep sorrow for the loss sus­
tained: this is called by the Arabs, Errawa.— 
On the other hand, I could evidently perceive 
that many of the group were merely acting a 
part; in other words, skilfully assuming the ap­
pearance of sorrow they are paid for exhibiting. 
The scripture seems to warrant the conclusion, 
that the posture of these women, sitting on the 
ground, and going through a scene expressive 
of grief, is a very ancient custom, Judges xi. 
40, Jer. ix. 17, 18, 2 Cliron. xxxv. 26, Amos v. 
16, 1 Kings xiii. 30, since we find this exhibi­
tion corresponds with that made by the children 
of Israel after the destruction of Jerusalem, 
Lam. ii. 10. The Jews lamented their disper­
sion in a similar posture, Psalm cxxxvii. 1 In 
reference to these one of the prophets alludes 
to the desolation of Judea, on account of sin 
Isaiah iii. 26. And, it may be added as 
a very striking fact, that Judea is symbolically 
represented on Roman medals by the figure of 
a female,with her head bent, as if she were let­
ting fall her tears upon the ground.”
C <S. S. Jour.
From .Zion’s Herald. 
LONG SERMONS.
The following dialogue between two ladies 
occurred in our presence a few Sabbaths since 
in a town not twenty miles from Boston.
Are0,y°u going to church this afternoon,
‘ No. Mr------- preaches so long that I cet
completely ured out. I should go oftenerf if 
he preached shorter.’
kn°w it;—it's too bad.’
abouIt'itSh TSf°.?ebod/ 'Tould &ive him a hint 
be very mull/ was nt/°.r lhat fault’ 1 should
L 7 ‘nterested in his sermons.’
shall 'bey',”e.aredt n«vice. y„„r
m-r-wk i - eL We hereby notify everv 
oongre'atu'n0 '"duljSes I’imself, and fatigues his
de t Xde’d7 1 T8 SerT°nS> that Ais
Yye tjjs] LLCl as a ^lrd 1° him.
communications aS "6 d°
religious paper--- Verbum Sat.
Is a question T° DAy?
that many run to h 61 ashed not to convince us 
that when they havTf and not Pray:—and think 
worshipped God- n lea.a serH,on they have 
shall be called,” bv^ ^av‘our said “ my house
house of prayer:”_ h, Wa^ °/. eminence, “ the
those who pray__Prornises of God are to
you"—and Chris(. and it s, „ be given
without meaning to und nOt. sa^ henr' hut ask. -can, of grac« - preaching as a
uerefy to warn our
readers against the vice of the times’fa‘ld 
mind them, that although the house of God . 
the house of preaching, it is first and before m 
the house of prayer and praise.IT/m will preach 
is certainly of less consequence than will
be preached; and they that gossip about to hear 
sermons have need to be reproved as those who 
offend against the order of Christs Chuich. 
Missionary.
From the Assembly’s Magazine for 1835. 
THE BARREN FIG TREE.
A pious minister, Mr. X. was travelling on 
horseback, one Saturday afternoon towards a 
large town, where there were many rebS!^s_ 
nrofessors of different denominations. Ihink 
n<r it probable that he might be reffaested 
preach on the following day, he employed the 
solitude of his journey in meditot,ng on a J 
for a sermon. The text to winch 1 thou Ms 
were directed was the language of the 
Of the vineyard, in nnr Lord s beautiful para 
bie of the barren fig tree ; “ Lord let it alo 
this year also, till I shall dig about it, and dung 
it; and if it bear fruit, well; and if not then after 
that, thou shalt cut it down.
At rather a late hour in the evening, he ar­
rived at an inn in the town : and it was not 
known that he was arrived, till he appeared on 
the Lord’s Jay morning as a hearer in a place 
of worship where he was well known and highly 
respected.—The minister of the congregation, 
who was in the pulpit when Mr. X. entered the 
place, conducted the service. Mr. X. was struck 
with his text ; it was the awful denunciation of 
the Lord of the vineyard, respecting the bar­
ren fig tree, ‘in the above mentioned parable, 
“ Cut it down ; why cumbereth it the ground? 
The leading idea of his sermon which he en­
tered into with great seriousness, was, that 
when the patience of God towards sinners has 
long been abused and perverted, we are war­
ranted to expect that it would be exchanged 
for merited displeasure and wrath, if not in this 
world, yet in the next. Having illustrated his 
subject in a very impressive and edifying man­
ner, be drew this inference; That the divine 
procedure with sinners should be considered as 
a pattern for the imitation of Christian church­
es: and that, although it was their duty to ex­
ercise great forbearance towards sinners and to 
adopt every mode of expostulation, admonition, 
and reproof: yet that, when they had withstood 
all, and appeared incori igible, it became equal­
ly their duty, however painful the task, to cut 
them off’, a/euoiUoi-ors ot the ground; at the 
same time, recommending them to the mercy 
of the Lord of the vineyard.
After the service, Mr. X. was requested by 
his brother minister to preach in the afternoon; 
and readily consented. The morning sermon, 
though founded on the same parable had not 
preoccupied his ground, he did not, therefore, 
deem it necessary to alter his plan; but con­
sidering the coincidence as one of those unfore­
seen events, which Providence often overrules 
for good, he preached, as he before intended, 
on the plea of the dresser of the vineyard. On 
the forbearance and long suffering of God to­
wards sinners, through the intercession of the 
Mediator, he expatiated with great affection.— 
In the application of his sermon, he was led to 
hint at the long extended forbearance which the 
disciples of Christ, in imitation of such an ex­
ample, should exercise towards those who have 
offended; not knowing but that, by delaying the 
awful sentence of exclusion, they might be hap­
pily instrumental in leading them at length to 
“ bring forth fruits meet for repentance.” If 
so, it would be well indeed : and if not, the 
excluding sentence would be more obviously 
and satisfactorily the requisition of duty.
The minister of the place thanked his brother 
for the sermon, acknowledged the truth and ex­
cellence of the doctrine contained in it, but ex­
pressed a fear that undesignedly, it might be
the occasion of some trouble to the church.__
He then proceeded to relate the circumstance 
which had directed him to his morning subject. 
A man, who, for some years, had been an exem­
plary member of the society, had now, for a 
considerable time, been addicted to the sin of 
drunkenness, which had been followed by a 
bieach of the Sabbath, the love of irreligious 
company, the neglect of domestic duties,\s a 
result of the lest, an awful hardness of heart, 
which resisted every effort to produce salutary 
impressions. He had been admonished repeat­
edly by the minister, the deacon, and many of 
the members ; and from the time that his apos- 
tacy had been discovered he had been suspend­
ed from the Lord’s supper; but all appearing 
to be in vain, the church had been summoned 
to meet that evening, for the awful purpose of 
totally “ putting away from among themselves 
that wicked person. ’ Po prepare them for 
this painful, though necessary service,the morn­
ing sermon had been preached : and the good 
man expressed a fear, that the kind conciliating 
doctrine in the afternoon, though by no means 
in reality opposed to the other, might operate 
unseasonably on the minds of some of the mem­
bers, to urge a further delay, which, in this case
was not likely to answer any valuable end.__
Mr. X., with great sincerity, avowed his pre­
vious ignorance of these circumstances; stated 
the manner m which the subject of his discourse 
had occurred to him the preceding evening 
and added, that he had been confirmed in h?s 
design to preach on it by the morning sermon, 
thinking the contrast between the two, while 
both were equally consistent with evan«-elieal 
truth, might render each more beneficial.0 Had 
ie previously known the peculiar reason which 
influenced his friend’s choice, he should have 
deemed it a call to turn his thoughts into some 
other channel; but as he did not know it, he 
could not but regard it as wisely ordered by 
I rov.dence for some good end, which did not 
yet appear.
In the evening, when the church met the nas-
al impression produced by Mr V’- t,enei-
the afternoon: an impression t'h serraonregarded, as it could Lt be ‘ ™ "’T be
knew any thing previously nf u P°SJd t,lat he
the church. After u X 7 ? the affair bpfore 
After a long and interesting debate
some pleading the necessity of maintaining t|, 
purity of the church by an immediate exco/ 
munication: others arguing, from the exatnn]e 
in the parable, in favor of longer suspense,^ 
latter arguments prevailed ; and a sentenCe 
passed by tLe majority of the members Wa8) 
“ Let him alone once more. If he bear 
well; if not, then after that, let him be cut off.’’ 
A deputation was also appointed to acquaj^ 
the man with this result; and to endeavor to im. 
press his mind with a sense of his guilt on 
one hand, and of the compassion of Gotland 
the Redeemer on the other.
The members who were commissioned ott 
this important errand found, when they visited 
the offender, what they little expected. They 
met with a cordial reception ; which no others 
who had visited him from the church had 
done. On briefly relating their business, and 
declaring the continued forbearance of the 
church, he received the communication with 
tears; and called on them to join in adoring the 
wisdom and grace of that kind Shepherd, who 
has such various methods of bringing back his 
wandering sheep into the fold which they had 
deserted. He then informed tbevw uMt iis 
wife, a serious woman, who had maintained Hu 
steadfastness, on returning from public worship 
in the morning, had, contrary to her expecta- 
tion, found him at home, a heavy rain having 
prevented him from joining a Sahbath breaking 
party, to which he had engaged himself. 
her way home,she had been informed by some 
friends, that Mr. X. was to preach in the after- 
noon. The unhappy man having been very- 
partial to his preaching in his formerand better 
days, she persuaded him, as the day continued 
wet and he could not go out on his pleasure, 
to accompany her to the meeting. Reluctant- 
Iji he complied. The text, “Let it alone this 
year,” &c. powerfully struck him. The dis- 
play of divine compassion melted his stony heart, 
showed him the heinousness of his guilt, and 
led him to apply for pardoning and sanctifying 
grace to Him who is “exalted on high asa 
Prince and a Saviour, to give repentance and 
remission of sins.”
In this frame of mind the messengers ofttia 
church found him. The lenity of Christia; 
friends, so like the compassion of a Saviour) 
leart, completely overcame him. The impres­
sion was deep, and it was lasting. He became 
once more a consistent professor of the Gospel 
walking more steadfastly and more humbly than 
ever with his God; and continued to “adorn 
the doctrine of God his Saviour.”
From the Missionary. 
SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRARIES.
We think that much of the benefit of these 
libraries is lost by the exceedingly inefficient 
manner in which they are formed and used.— 
Some measure their value by the number of the 
volumes they contain. Others are governed io 
their selection by the variety of coloured cov-' 
erings, or the number of pictures; and others 
again embarrass their utility by a variety o. 
Rules and Regulations. It is difficult to frame 
rules which shall suit every case; but if the, 
great end of Sunday School instruction—to-wit, 
the salvation of the souls of the children, be 
constantly kept in view in all the c/e/n/Vs and 
subordinate arrangements of the school,dihhcnl- 
ties will, in a great measure, vanish. ^obooZr 
should be placed in the hands of a child’sVicli 
is not suitable to be read on Sunday— 
has not, by direct inference, relation to the 
welfare of the soul, and which is not easy to 
be understood, and suited to his comprehension, 
But this is but half the battle. No book should 
be received back from a child, until he is abb 
to give such an account of it, as will satisfy his 
teacher that it has been read. No book should 
be given as a reward, but the whole school 
should be entitled to the privilege of the library 
except .in cases, where this privilege has been 
forfeited by misconduct. With these rules" 
and having every regard to the spirifjo®!'’1^" 
fare of those under our charge—much vciO’re 
benefit will result to children from the use o’1 
libraries than can be attained in any mode wiA 
which we are acquainted.
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IIOW TO SHAKE OFF TROUBLE.
Set about doing good to somebody—put on yot 
hat, and go and visit the sick and the poor—ir 
quire into their wants, and minister to them—see 
out the desolate and oppressed, and tell them 0 
the consolations or' religion. I have often trie 
this method, and have always found it the best Bf- 
dicine for a heavy heart.—Howard.
Cecil says, “ It is better that a traveller met 
a surly, impertinent fellow to direct him in li 
way, than to lose his way. A merchant sailin 
in quest of gain will take a hint from any mai 
A minister should consider how much more easi 
ly a weak man can read a wise man, than 
wiseman can read himself. Dr. Manton, m 
doubt, thought he had preached well, and as be 
came him, before the Lord Mayor, buthefd 
himself reproved and instructed, when a po01 
man pulled him by' the sleeve' and told him bf 
had understood nothing of his sermon. Apd 
les was a wise man, when hq altered the sbofii 
in his picture on the hint of the cobbler. 
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Some time since, several gentlemen had it ■■ 
contemplation to form a Universalist Society it
the town of-------—. A rich man of not veri
nice moral feeling, though of sound judgmenl 
was consulted ; and invited to unite in the prc 
motion of this object. O, said he, “It will nc 
do; we are so bad in this town, tbnt we c» 
hut just live comfortably under all tl>e restrain 
of rigid orthodoxy; and if these should be rt 
moved, what would become of us?”—N. 
shire Observer.
Religious Publications__ The wccW Perusal of r
gious publications has a wonderful ‘.n Pro’»otl"S " f 
intelligence, the benevolence, anJ^nt?raI improvenwnb 
the children, in any family «rh^e tl,cy are received, «' 
highly valued. Having rei,,*^^ these thmgs, I sp«k 
tidently on the subject, /‘greatly enlarges the minds 
the young people, to read every week the operations ol 
uevolent ^societies, ‘he labors of missionaries, the nl0,i 
condition, customs, habits, rites &e. of people at home 
abroad, and to peruse the eloquent speeches of pious a" 
learned men, delivered at the anniversary meetings. 
ligious newspapers are filled with these things, and one 
see the intellectual effect in every family where the youBo 
people had rather have them than ear rings,and pearl nec^ 
laces and gold breast pins, or any personal ornaments 
the trinket kind.
'I his reading has a very happy effect, too, in euI’rS
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the feelings. It destroys or greatly weakens that selfish­
ness which spoils and ruins a great many young people.— 
It teaches them early to care for others, and practice self- 
denial for the sake of doing good, and so exerts a delight­
ful influence in the formation of their characters. If there­
fore, I were a parent, I would certainly deny mvseif any 
thing, not a necessary of life, rather than my family should 
be without these means of religious, moral, and intellectual 
improvement,—Episcopal Recorder.
THE OBSERVER.
GAMBIFB, WEDNESDAY, NOV. 18, 1835.
THE CHURCH A MISSIONARY SOCIETY.
At the recent convention ol the Church in this Diocese 
Bishop Mcllvaine in his address alluded to the principle on 
this subject, recognized in the proceedings of the late 
General Convention, and suggested the propriety of such 
an organization in this Diocese in reference to the mission­
ary work as would be conformed to that principle. A 
committee was accordingly appointed, who reported in fa­
vor of dissolving the Missionary and Education Society 
of the Diocese, and adopting in place of its Constitution 
a Canon on the subject “ of Missions and Education for 
the Ministry;” by the provisions of which a Committee 
should annually be appointed by the Convention, to whose 
care these matters should be entrusted. The Canon as 
reported by the Committee was adopted, and the following 
persons elected as the Committee for the ensuing year: 
Rev. Messrs. Sparrow, Hard, Denison and Wing, and
Messrs. Buckingham, Williams, Brown and Wilcox.__
Rev. J. Moencher was appointed Secretary, and Rev. M. 
T. C. Wing, Treasurer.
A similar organization was adopted in reference to Sun­
day schools.—A previous act of the Convention prepared 
the way for the adoption of this measure. It was that 
feature of our new canons which requires the delegates to 
the Convention to be chosen from the Communicants,— 
thus securing as far as can be, that the representative 
body of the Church should be composed of those who feel 
a vital interest in her prosperity’, and are qualified to carry 
forward with zeal and energy the great objects committed 
to her trust by her Lord and Master.
Missionary Pater.—A committee consisting of Bish­
op Doane, Rev. Mr. James and Messrs. Wallace and 
Nicklin, appointed by the Board of Missions to take or­
der as to a missionary paper, appoint its editor &c. have 
passed resolutions.determining the paper to be published in 
the city of New-York, appointing the Rev. Wm. R. Whit­
tingham the Editor, the paper to be entitled “the spirit of 
Missions,” and to be issued monthly as heretofore, com­
mencing with January next- The price to subscribers is 
fl per annum in advance.
It is to he conducted on the principle that the Editor 
“be individually responsible for the whole contents and 
conduct of the paper,—it being understood that the official 
documents of the Board, and of its Committees and their 
officers shall always be entitled to admission, and have pre 
cedence o f all other matter; that it shall present a monthly 
report or abstract of the proceedings of the Board and of 
its Committees; that it shall contain such portions of the 
correspondence of the Missionaries of the Board as the 
Editor may deem suitable for insertion; and, after presen­
ting a full view of the Missionary operations of the Pro­
testant Episcopal Church in the United States of Ameri­
ca, with such editorial and communicated articles and se­
lected matter as shall be deemed calculated to promote
them, shall furnish, as far as may be, a record of the Mis­
sionary transactions of the Church of England.”
We hope no family of Episcopalians will be without 
this publication. Conducted with the interest and ability 
jt is sure to possess, ar.d for the promotion of such an ob- 
fect, every member of our declaredly Missionary Church 
should he regularly acquainted with its contents. We had 
supposed the editing of the Missionary paper would be a 
part of the duty of the secretaries already appointed, but 
if it he thought necessary to have an Editor, exclusively 
devoted to it, we know of no person whose “praise in 
all the Churches” points out as better qualified for the sta­
tion, than the one selected.
BOARD OF EDUCATION AND MISSIONS OF 
THE PROP. EPIS. CHURCH IN OHIO.
There will be a meeting of the Board of Education and 
Missions of the Protestant Episcopal Church in Ohio, 
in Gambier, on Saturday the 28tli inst. at two o’clock I’. 
M.
Clergymen, who wish to procure aid as Missionaries of 
the Board for the year ensuing, must make application in 
writing to the secretary’. A similar application will be 
expected from all who desire to be received as Beneficiaries 
of the Board. All monies intended for the Board will be 
received by the Treasurer, Rev. M. T. C. Wing, Gam­
bler.
Tiic following regulations in regard to Beneficiaries were 
adopted at a meeting of the Executive Committee of the 
Education and Missionary Society in August last, which 
those who are intending to make application for assistance 
are requested to notice.
1. All applications for aid must be made in writing, 
accompanied with testimonials of the Christian character 
and indigent circumstances of the applicants.
2. All students, Beneficiaries of this Society will be ex­
pected to avail themselves constantly of the facilities of 
self-support, afforded by the manual labor department of 
Kenyon College.
3. All Beneficiaries are expected to refund to the Society 
the amount received by them, without interest, so soon as 
in conscience they feel able to do so.
JOSEPH MUENSCHER,
Secretary of the Board.
The Rev. Richard F. Cadle has been called to, and has 
accepted the Rectorship of Christ’s Church, ’Navarino, 
Green Bay.
As that is the scene where Mr. Cadle has endured ma­
ny and sore trials, from the attempts of certain persons to 
bring his cliaracttr as head of the Mission School at Green 
Bay, into disrepute—trials which have been especially pain­
ful in consequence of his exceeding delicacy of feeling and 
of conscience,—we think it not inappropriate to publish, in 
connection with the above notice, the letter of the Vestry, 
inviting him to the charge, and his answer thereto: pre­
mising, however, that it is rather because we desire to heal 
Mr. Cadle s feelings, if they are yet unhealed, than to give 
any new assurance to his fellow Christians, already perfect­
ly assured, that he fully deserves the entire and affectionate 
regard and confidence, he has already received at tliei** 
hands.
Copy of a Letter of the Secretary of the Vestry, ta the Rev. 
R. F. Cadle.
Green Bay, Oct. 14-th 1835.
“ Dear Sir,—The Vestry of Christ Church have instruct­
ed me to present to you an expression of their high sense 
©f obligation for the services which you have heretofore 
rendered to the Episcopal Church at this place; and of their 
warm attachment to yourself personally; and at the same 
time to tender t© you an invitation to become their Rector.
I need not say to you that the wishes of the Congregation 
are in accordance with those of the Vestry,
In communicating to you the orders of the Vestry, per­
mit me to express my ardent hope, that your feelings and 
interests will both unite in inducing you to remain with us.
I am, Dear Sir, Yours truly and sincerely,
(Signed) S. W. BEALL,
Sec'y of the Vestry.
Copy of the reply of the Rev. R. F. Cadle, to the foregoing let­
ter.
Navarino, Oct. XBth, 1835.
“ Dear Sir,—I had the honor and gratification of re. 
ceiving yesterday your letter containing an invitation ad­
dressed to me by the Vestry of Christ Church, to become 
their Rector; and expressions of your own wishes as an 
individual, for my continuance at Green Bay. Of this 
proof of kindness and regard, I am deeply sensible, and, 
if I have hesitated, since the period when I was first pri­
vately spoken to on this subject, the hesitation has been 
occasioned mainly by the fear of my not possessing adequate 
strength or energy for the undertaking of so serious a 
charge, and for the doing ofjustice to a congregation whose 
prospects are of so encouraging a nature. With a reliance 
on that aid which often crowns with success the most hum­
ble endeavor to promote the cause of truth and holiness, I 
accept the invitation which has been tendered to tne by 
the Vestry; believing that if at any future time the state 
of my health should requite the dissolution of the connex­
ion established between us, they would interpose no obsta­
cle to the indulgence of my wishes. It affords me very 
great satisfaction to continue my residence among ap­
proved friends; and I earnestly pray that the relation­
ship subsisting between us from this day, may be the means 
of advancing our mutual happiness in this life, and in the 
life to come, through Jesus Christ our Lord.
I remain, respectfully and affectionately, Yours,
RICHARD F. CADLE.
Samuel W. Beall, Esq.,
Sec'y. of the Vestry of Christ Church Navarino.
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
From the Episcopal Recorder.
Dr. Hawks.—We regret to convey to our readers the 
information communicated to us in the following note 
which we have received from the Right Rev. Bishop 
White:—
October 16, 1835.
Mr. Editor,—The Rev. Dr. Hawks having announced 
to me, his declining of the appointment of him, made by 
the late General Convention, I am advised to make known 
this fact to the Church through the medium of your paper.
1 am, respectfully, yours, &c., Wm. White.
Premiums.—The Executive Committee of the General 
Vrovesfiut Episcopal Sunday-school Union hereby offer a 
premium of onehundn-tl dollars for the best set of Ques­
tions on the Gospel according to St. and also a
premium of one bundled dollars, for the best set of Ques­
tions on the Acts of the Apostles. The former must he 
sent in on or before the 1st day of February, 1836, the 
latter on or before the 1st day of May, 1836. To each 
set must be affixed a fictitious signature; and a sealed enve­
lope, containing the said signature, and the real name and 
residence of the author, and labelled “ Bible Questions,
Matthew,” or “Acts,” as the case maybe, must accompa­
ny the same. The Questions must be drawn up agreeably 
to the following instructions: —
1. They should he plain and pertinent, so constructed as 
that they may be answered in the words of the sacred text 
or when difficult to do this, or requiring critical knowledge 
they should have answers attached, expressed as concisely as 
possible, and not to he repeated by being merely thrown 
into a different form.
2. The chapters should he divided into sections or lessons 
of ten or fifteen verses each. The subject of each lesson, 
stated as a heading, and the questions so drawn as to leave 
a distinct impression of the improvement to he derived 
from each subject.
3. The book to be divided into two parts, the first part 
to contain the more simple questions, and such as may chief­
ly be answered in the words of the book. The second part 
requiring more thought and research, testing the extent 
of acquaintance not only with the subject of the lesson, 
but the whole revealed will of God. Thus, is there any 
prophecy in our lesson? What is a prophecy? What doc­
trine is taught?
4. Each lesson shall have questions on the practical use 
and application of the subjects they contain : suitable maps 
to accompany the book; attention to be paid to the differ­
ence of type between the questions on the lesson and its 
improvement.
The manuscripts and all communications on the subject, 
to be addressed to the
Rev. F. II. Cuming,
Secretary of the Gen. Prot. Episcopal Sunday school 
, Union, 46 Lumber street, New York.
“ As you have Opportunity, do Good.—The Church 
has recently had, and we thank God, shown herself will­
ing to improve a noble •‘opportunity.” The departure 
of the Missionary Bishop for Missouri and Indiana was 
made the occasion of two public meetings to bid the zealous 
messenger of the Churches “God speed.” In New York 
a meeting was held in the Church of the Ascension, on the 
evening of Sunday, October 25, which is represented as 
among the most numerous in attendance, and most fervent j 
in spirit of any which has been called for the pur- 1 
poses of our communion. It was addressed by the Rt.
Rev. Bishops B. T. Onderdonk and Kemper, the Rev.
Drs. Milnor (the Foreign Secretary) and Hawks, and Rev.
Hugh Smith. Our correspondents labour for language to 
express the absorbing interest which the occasion involved.
A substantial testimonial of its sincerity and power is af- 
orded in the pecuniary result, which amounted to $2200.
In Philadelphia, a public meeting was held in St. Ste- i 
phen’s Church, on the evening of Monday, Nov. 2, at 
which the Rt. Rev. Bishop White presided. Addresses : 
were made by Bishops Doane and Kemper, the Rev. Mr. '
Dorr, (the Domestic Secretary,) the Rev. Dr. Ducachet, ’ 
and the Rev. Messrs. James and Clarke. The result of ■ 
the “opportunity” afforded to the Churchmen of Phila­
delphia, by Bishop Kemper’s farewell visit, counted in mo- ments have done more good and are doing more good than
ney, is $1000__ We say counted in money, for as was well ; any thing else that lie has found here. 1 am sure there is
and truly said by the Domestic Secretary, “gold and silver ' nothing within the bounds of reason that we can ask for 
cannot express the benefit which is thus done to the souls ( that he would not accord us
of men, or the gloiy which redounds to God in the devout 
aspirations thus enkindled, the godly resolutions thus in 
dueod, the fervent supplications thus poured out.” May 
the Church have many such opportunities to do good, and 
may Churchmen never be weary in well doing!—Mis'ry.
Candidates for Holy Orders.—Private advices in­
form us that the term of study at the General Theological 
Seminary has opened with ninety students. We have long 
believed that the increase of candidates for holy orders in 
our Church will go beyond the most sanguine expectations. 
The recent Missionary movements in the Church will great­
ly accelerate that result. In that respect they are far 
more important than in their effect upon the Missionary 
income. We are happy to believe that the providence of 
God is calling the attention of men who stand high in the 
several secular professions to the consideration of what they 
owe to Christ and the Church. More than one such ap­
plication has, we know been recently made to the Bishop 
of this diocese. God grant that the number may increase! 
The Saviour’s precept for the extension of the Church will 
never fail of due effect. If we pray the Lord of the har­
vest, lie will send forth laborers into his harvest. Shall 
we transcend our proper province if we remind the Fath­
ers of the Church of the increased responsibility which 
will thus devolve on them. Hitherto they have been fill­
ed with solicitude to obtain pastors for tlieii scattered sheep. 
Now, their care will be needed to see that only such be 
taken as will feed the flock with knowledge and fidelity. 
They will have frequent occasion to strengthen themselves 
with that precept of the Apostle Paul to Timothy, Bishop 
of Ephesus—“ lay hands suddenly on no man.”—Mis'ry.
BishofWhite Prayer-book Society.—Welearn that the 
Bishop White Prayer-book Society has appropriated 300 
Prayer books to Bishop Kemper for the benefit of the Mis­
sionary district to which he has been appointed.
This Society, which has been zealously engaged since its 
formation in promoting it* important object, both needs
and deserves a liberal support from the public. There is a 
constant demand for the Prayer-book from every quarter 
of our country, and the concurrent experience of ail who 
have witnessed its influence goes to prove that no uninspir­
ed volume can he circulated with greater benefit. In 
these circumstances it can be only necessary to call atten­
tion to the plans of the Bishop White Prayer book Socie­
ty to ensure for it the liberal co-operation of Episeopa 
bans, not in this Diocese only, which happens to he the seat 
of its operations, hut throughout the whole Church. Its 
benefits have not been limited to any one section of the 
Church, more than three fourths of its appropriations hav­
ing been made to places out of this state. Our Missiona- 
aries to China have been liberallv supplied, anti an applica­
tion recently received from the Rev. Mr. Searle, for an ap­
propriation to Rio Janeiro, will be granted. Thus acting 
“on the broadest Missionary basis” it is certainly entitled 
to a general support. We notice its claims at the present 
time in consequence of the information that its funds were 
nearly or quite exhausted. We trust that they will be 
speedily renewed.
We understand that the British Prayer bcok and Homily 
Society have forwarded to this Society a copy of the 
Prayer-book in each of the languages in which it has been 
published by the former.
Episcopal Recorder.
Christianity Victorious.—At an overcrowded meeting 
held on the 30th inst., in the Temperance Hall, Northern 
Exchange, in Philadelphia, the following resolutions was 
carried unanimously, and with enthusiastic applause:
Resolved, That after six nights public discussion between 
Dr. Sleigh in defence of divine Revelation, and the Re­
presentatives of the New York and Philadelphia Free In­
quirers, in support of infidelity, it has been satisfactorily 
proved that genuine Christianity is of Divine origin, and 
that the attacks made by the infidels on the Sacred Scrip- 
tur es, are as frivolous as they are unsupported by reason 
and common sense, and destructive to the best interests of 
mankind.—Nem. Con.
The reverse was then put, and not a single hand was held 
up to support it.
Philadelphia, Oct. 30, 1835.
(Signed) R. H. Close,
John Steel,
John Martin, L. ,
F. D. W. Ward, | Moderators- 
Thos. Brown,
Dr. Sleigh postpones his attendance at the Temperance 
Ilall till his return from New York, where he, goes to ac­
cept the challenge of the infidels of that city. The Mod 
erators request the editors of the various public papers to
be so obliging as to publish the above__ Philadelphia U. S.
Gazette.
c REECE.
We copy from the “ Christian Witness” the following 
extract of a letter from the Rev. Mr. Hill, dated Athens, 
May 29th, 1835:—
“I gladly avail myself of the departure of Peter San- 
toridaios to express again my sincere thanks to you both 
for your frequent notice of us, and to inform you of our 
present welfare. We are surrounded by a thousand cares, 
yet we are very happy in seeing that our endeavours to do 
good to multitudes around us, have been highly blessed by 
a gracious Providence. In consequence of the removal of 
the court to this place from Napoli, (which took place in 
Dec. last,) vast numbers have come to reside in Athens, 
and our schools have proportionably increased, until there 
is no longer place for any more. We have an infant school 
”f bvmdvvd and fifty, with two young girls for assist ant teachers,who have been i-Ducuva
ning. A primary girls’school of seventy-five, conducted 
by other two girls who have, in like manner, been brou'dit 
up by us. A high school of fifty, consisting of those pr?n 
cipallv who have been entirely educated at our school, and 
some of them even entered in the infant school. There 
are also in this school some who have lately arrived here, 
young girls of good families. Tiiis school is conducted by 
Elizabeth of Crete, who came to us (then only a little 
over twelve years of age,) about three years and a half 
ago. Her whole accomplishments then, consisted in 
knowing how to read and write.—She now instructs in 
geography, history, &c. In addition to these schools, we 
have the school of industry of thirty, under the direction 
of Miss Mulligan, assisted by a girl who has been educated 
also with us. All these girls (except the last) and three 
others reside with us, and receive a separate course of in­
struction. They are supported as you know, perhaps, by 
tlie ladies of Troy and by contributions from two or three 
friends at home. Besides these eight, we have two girls 
supported by the government, who reside under our own 
roof, and there are ten others coming on the same founda­
tion. The two alluded to are the first comers, the others 
are on their way from different districts of the kingdom. 
We have also a fine boys’ school of one hundred and fifty, 
with a teacher and assistant, and an adult school (for work­
men, soldiers, &e.) held in the evening. This is a novelty 
in Greece, and the only one of the kind existing. Their 
numbers vary from thirty to forty-five and fifty. Thus 
you see we have between five hundred and six hundred un­
der daily instruction, and you may imagine what an amount 
of labour and care is required; especially our family esta­
blishment brings a never-ending series of cares upon us. 
It would require the sole care of Mrs. Hill, if it were at­
tended to properly; hut she is obliged to spend eight hours 
regularly every day at the schools, and returns home a dis­
tance of nearly half a mile, in the evening, completely 
exhausted—to commence a new course of labours, which 
are of equal if not of greater importance than those of 
the day. The absolute necessity of a reinforcement of this 
branch of the mission is apparent to every stranger; for it 
is certain that work enough here, that we have
ourselves created, for the full employment of six missiona­
ries.
“On Monday next, the 1st of June, the King ascends 
the throne. He will then he only nineteen years of age, 
but his majority is fixed at that age. At the present mo­
ment this whole town is in a state of the greatest confusion 
in consequence of the preparations that are making for 
this important event. We perceive by the programme that 
our schools are destined to take an important part in tne 
pageant. The king Himself is highly beloved by all classes 
and deservedly so. He is really a very sensible and most ami­
able youth, and he possesses a tact that is quite surprising. 
He shows gre«t firmness and decision of character; enters 
with great activity and zeal into public business; is alrea­
dy very conversant with the language, which 1 have had 
frequent opportunities of hearing him speak, and is acces­
sible and kind to every one. He is the only rallying point 
of the various parties that still exist in this country, and 
we have every hope that his reign will be for the best in­
terests of Greece. lie is decidedly in favour of the uni­
versal diffusion of instruction among all classes of his peo­
ple, and frequently asserts that our missionary establish-
s'u M M ARY.
“1 am happy to say that we have enjoyed uninterrupted 
J health, notwithstanding all our fatigues and unending 
j cares. We rely with cheerful confidence upon the gra­
cious Saviour, who has procured for us access to the throne 
of grace and to the Father of lights—and what else do we 
need, if we have favourable access there?”—Missionary 
Record.
Mission to Abyssinia.—W’e rejoice to learn that the 
mission of the Church Missionary Society to Abyssinia 
has been resumed, and that the Rev. Mr. Gobat, whose 
labours in that country have excited so much interest, has 
returned thither, accompanied by the Rev. Mr. Isenberg, 
and the families of these missionaries. The London Mis­
sionary Register for August gives some extracts from their 
journal, by which it appears that they reached Massowah 
(a small island and town in the Red Sea, on the coast of 
Abyssinia,) on the 20th of December, 1834. They inten­
ded proceed ing with as little delay as possible to Axum, a 
town in the interior.
The following extract from the journal of Messrs. Gobat 
and Isenberg, will doubtless furnish food for reflection to 
those who pray, and to those who neglect to pray for the 
success of Missions.—Episcopal Recorder.
“Dec. 2.—Yesterday evening, being the first Monday 
evening of the Month, we united in prayer for the exten­
sion of the kingdom of the Lord, also reading Eph. iii. 
and enjoying great comfort by knowing that we were united 
at one and the same time with thousands of Christians at 
the footstool of the Lord, in one spirit, one prayer and hav­
ing one promise.”
A public meeting was Holden in Ascension Church, 
New York, on Sunday evening last, preparatory to Bishop 
Kemper’s removal to his new sphere of labor. Hundreds 
were obliged to go away, not being able to get into the 
house. Addresses were delivered by Bishops Kemper and 
Onderdonk, Drs. Hawks, Milnor and Eastburn, and the 
Rev. Hugh Smith. Great interest was excited as might
Collegiate Institute for Young Gentlemen.__We
congratulate our readers upon the establishment of a clas­
sical Institute in this city, for the education of young gen­
tlemen; indeed we have been very much astonished that a 
wealthy and intelligent population perhaps not far short of 
30,000 individuals, should so long have existed without a 
seminary for the instruction of youth in classical literature. 
The institution, however, is not limited to the classics 
alone, as our readers will perceive from the advertisement 
the system pursued is the same, we are informed, that is 
generally adopted in the public schools in England. The 
Principals are clergymen of the Episcopal Church; and 
the exercises of the day are opened and closed with a se­
lection of prayers from the Prayer Book, which will be 
highly satisfactory to many, and can he no objection with 
any.
We are haypy also to see that the Principals have an­
nounced their Introductory Lecture, to a course, on that 
interesting science, Chemistry, to which the public in gen­
eral, as well as the pupils of the establishment are invit­
ed.
We confidently predict, that success will follow this in­
stitution, as we feel convinced that its advantages are such
as a discerning community will not fail to appreciate__
Brooklyn American Citizen.
We learn that Rev. T. H. Skinner, lias resigned his 
seat as Professor in Andover Institution, and has accepted 
an appointment in the pastoral office as successor to Dr. 
Cox in New Y’ork city, and that Rev. Nehemiali Adams, 
of this city, has been appointed to fill his place at An­
dover.
One hundred and twenty-five students have entered the 
freshman class of Yale College this fall; and in addition, 
a number entered the Sophomore class. This College lias 
a greater number of scholars than any other in the country. 
The whole number, including those of the theological, law, 
and medical departments, with the academical, cannot he 
much, if any, short of six hundred!
A College Honor, worthily conferred.—At the late Union 
College Commencement, the Honorary Degree of A. M. 
was conferred upon John Patterson, a Journeyman printer 
of this city. Mr. Patterson, who served his apprenticeship 
at Buffalo came to this city some twelve years ago, where 
he lias since worked, and is still working as a Journeyman. 
He is now one of the best practical Printers in the Union. 
By devoting those hours of relaxation, which most of us 
idle away, to severe study, Mr. Patterson has not only sto­
red his mind with useful general information, but acquired 
a knowledge of Mathematics, which lias won for him a de­
gree from one of the most reputable Colleges in the Uni­
on. In addition to all this, with a family to support from 
his earnings, Mr. Patterson has garnered up about $3000, 
the fruit of patient toil and economy. Such an instance 
of industry and frugality; combined with high intellectual 
aspirations, is worthy of the palmy days of Rittenhouse 
and Franklin.
Duff Green lias resigned the editorship of the U. S. 
Telegraph into the hands of Dr. Gibson, who harfor some
be inferred front the amount of the collection for Missiona­
ry pm poses in Indiana and Missouri, two thousand two hun­
dred dollars.
Episcopal Visitation at Cheltenham, England.— 
This day, which restored to Cheltenham the important 
privilege Which this town enjoyed for nearly 150 years prior 
to the close of the last, or rather the beginning of the pre­
sent century, as the place of holding the Episcopal visita­
tion for the Deanery of Winchcombe, must henceforth be 
memorable in our annals;—and—even setting apart the 
importance and the interest of the occasion—the becom­
ing spirit which was manifested by all classes that day, and 
the strong feeling of veneration and attachment to the 
principles, doctrines, and discipline of our Church Estab­
lishment, as well as of unfeigned respeet for our revered 
diocesan, and parochial Clergy, which were so worthily 
evinced throughout the entire proceedings of the visitation, 
reflected so much credit upon the town, that the ceremony 
and the incidents to which it gave rise must long he re­
membered with mingled feelings of pride and pleasure.— 
Episcopal Recorder.
Progress of Christianity among the Jews in Europe. 
We derive the following interesting facts from an address 
of Professor Tholuek, before the British Society for the 
conversion of the Jews, at their recent anniversary meet­
ing in London.
It is an undoubted fact, that more proselytes have been 
made from among the Jews during the last twenty years, 
than since the first ages of the Church. Not only in Ger­
many, hut also in Poland, there has been the most aston­
ishing success,- and I can hear testimony to what has come 
under my observation in the Capital of Silesia, my na­
tive city, where many conversions have taken place. 1 
shall speak only of such individuals as I am acquainted 
with myself.
In the University of Breslaw, there are three Professors 
who were formerly Israelites—a Professor of Philology, a 
Professor of Chemistry, and a Ptofessor of Philosophy . 
there is besides, a clergyman who professes the Gospel, and 
he was a Jew. In my present station, at Halle, there are 
no less than five Professors, formerly Jews—one of Medi­
cine, one of Mathematics, one of Law, and two of Phi­
lology. But, although I cannot assure myself, that, in 
all these individuals, a change of heart has taken place, and 
that every apparent conversion is real conversion, yet, I 
can say, that out of thousands who have embraced Christi­
anity, there are hundreds at least who are true Israelites, 
having not only received the baptism of water but of the 
Holy Spirit. Let us not despise, then, these fruits of the 
labours of love; since, though some may, perhaps, have 
professed Christianity from outward motives, yet their 
children are educated in the truth; which they would 
not have been, had not their fathers forsworn the Jewish 
faith.
Let me also state, that, in some instances, tha Lord has 
blessed my individual labours in the station wherein, 
through His grace, I myself have been placed. The first 
person who was brought, through mv instrumentality, to 
the faith of Christ, was a Jew; and I shall never forget 
what a deep impression was made on my heart from this 
circumstance. Since then, 1 may say, I never gave a the­
ological lecture at Berlin, but it was attended by Jews, 
aud some of whom at present are preparing for the min­
istry. * * * *
1 might show that some of the Jewish conversions have 
taken place among men of the highest literary attainment 
aud, among others, I might mention Dr. Neander, of Ber­
lin ; Dr. Brants, of Breslaw,- and Dr. Stahl, of Erlangen. 
These are all persons of the highest scientific reputation,
and now faithful followers of our Lord Jesus Christ___N.
Y. Observer.
J he Treasurer of the Baptist General Convention has 
within a few days, received the donation of fiftv shares in 
the United States Bank, from the Rev. Jesse Mercer, D. 
D., of Washington, Ga. This stock is worth nine per 
cent, advance, making of course five thousand four hundred 
and fifty dollars. Dr. Mercer is the president of the Board 
of Managers.
Mr. Homan Hallock, printer, formerly a member of 
the American Mission at Malta, now at Smyrna ar­
rived this week in the Pedang. He brings noimportant 
news.
Mr. Hallock’s object is, to procure a fount of Arme­
nian type. None can be procured in Europe, which suit 
the taste of the Armenians, except at the monastery at 
Venice. A high price has been offered for that, but they 
will not sell it to Protestant Missionaries at any pricq.— 
One reason probably is, that they now have a monopoly of 
the book trade among the Armenians, and are afraid they 
should loose it if they should sell any of their type. It 
was, therefore necessary for Mr. Hallock to visit Boston, 
and have punches and matrices made and type cast under 
his own inspection.—The type hitherto used by the mis­
sion was procured at Paris. Books printed with it look 
to the Armenians, much as English printing 200 years old 
does to us. The Boston Artists, we have no doubt, will 
be able to suit them.
The Pastor’s Daughter.—This work, just published 
by Leavitt Lord & Co., is, we understand, a record of the 
religious conversations and of the parental discipline of 
Dr. Payson. It is written with much graphic power and 
apparent fidelity, and abounds with those felicitous illustra­
tions and incidents so characteristic of that celebrated di­
vine.
Departure nf Missionaries---- The Rev. Mr. Winslow’, of
Ceylon, and Rev. Mr. O. Dwight, with their wives, and 
a large reinforcement for Northern India, are expected to 
sail from Philadelphia, on the 15th instant.
time past been assoc iated with Mr. Green in the conduct­
ing of that paper.
Anti-Slavery Convention of Utica.—The following ac­
count oi this Convention we take from the Utica Baptist 
Register of Oet. 23. It is the fairest statement we have 
seen.
The delegates of this convention assembled in this city 
to the number of several hundred, and organized by the 
appointment of Judge Brewster, of Gennesee, chairman, 
and Rev. Oliver Wetmore, secretary. After adopting a 
constitution, and forming a State Anti-Slavery Society, 
the convention was waited upon by a committee of twenty- 
five from a meeting of citizens, and were advised by said 
Committee not to hold their meeting in or near this city, 
that if they quietly adjourned, no riot would ensue, but if 
they persisted in holding their session, under the present 
state of excitement and exasperated feeling, they must be 
responsible for the consequences, &c. The rabble assem­
bled around the church where the delegates were convened 
many of them entered the house, and created so much dis­
turbance that the speakers could not be heard. Under this 
state of things, the convention adjourned.
A large proportion of delegates, we understand, imme- 
d iately retired to Peterborough, to reorganize.
By further accounts we learn that the Convention 
was permitted at Peterborough to finish their business peace­
ably.
Synod of Cincinnati on Slave.holding.—The Synod of 
Cincinnati met at Dayton on the 15th ult. From a no­
tice of a part of their proceedings, in the Cincinnati Jour­
nal, it will be seen that they have adapted the principle, 
that ministers cf the Gospel, who hold slaves, must not hereaf­
ter be admitted into the pulpit!
Hon. Hugh L. White, of Tennessee has been unani­
mously re-elected Senator to Congress by the Legislature to 
that State.
The Island of New York__ We understand it is as­
certained, by actual survey, that this Island comprises thir­
teen thousand acres will eventually be added to it by ex­
tending into the rivers and the filling up of marshes. The 
first thousand acres is comprised in the line below Grand 
street, from river to river—from Grand street to twenty- 
first street there are two thousand acres. In these three 
thousand acres, it is supposed that there are yet vacant lots 
sufficient to accommodate not only the whole present pop­
ulation of the Island but enough more to make up the 
number of 300,000—or the number of 100,000 inhabit­
ants to one thousand acres, allowing about the same den­
sity of population that now exists below Canal street. It 
may be seen from this, that the whole Island is capable of 
accommodating nearly a million and a half of inhabitants 
and if our population continues to increase in the same 
ratio it has done for the last 30 or 40 years, the Island will 
be filled to its whole extent in a period of less than half a 
century.
The Revenue—The Washington Telegraph of Tuesday 
says:—The National Debt is paid. The expenditures have 
risen from twelve to twenty millions. Yet there is now a 
surplus of fifteen millions in the Treasury. If the Tariff 
had remained as it was, the revenue of the present year 
would have been sixty millions of dollars! and instead of 
fifteen millions, there would have been seventy millions of 
dollars in the Treasury.'
Enlargement of the Erie Canal.—The Canal Board hav­
ing caused surveys and estimates to he made for the im­
provement of the Erie Canal; and the engineers having 
submitted their reports, the Board on Friday last proceed­
ed to a final decision on the extent of the enlargement__
The enlarged canal is to be seven feet deep and seventy feet 
wide at the surface; and the locks are to he 1 10 feet long 
between the quoin posts, and 16 feet wide in the clear.—■ 
The present canal is 4 feet deep and 40 feet wide at the 
surface, and the present locks are 99 feet long, between 
the quoin posts, and 15 feet wide in the clear.—Political 
Arena.
A public meeting was held at Charleston on Thursday; 
the 22d ult. at which it was resolved that a committee be 
appointed to report on the feasibility and propriety of mak­
ing a rail-road to connect Charleston with Cincinnati__
I he intendant of the city acted as chairman, and the meet­
ing was addressed by Gen. Ilayne, late Governor.
We learn from Trenton, that His Excellency Peter D. 
Vroom was re-elected Governor of New-Jersey on Friday, 
for another year, without opposition.
Resolutions have been passed in the Representative 
Branch of the Tennessee Legislature, by a vote of 60 to 
12, recommending Judge White for the Presidency.
The mail is now transported between Philadelphia and 
Boston in 36 hours. Eighty years ago, it required 21 days 
So much for internal improvement.
More than a hundred thousand dollars a month have 
been received at the land offices in Chicago and Quincy, 
in Illinois, in payment for lands taken at the minimum 
price of $1 25 an acre, since the public sales in the sum­
mer. There is an immense tide of emigration setting into 
that as well as the other states of the west
Stephen Burroughs. — We stopped, says a correspondent 
of the Atlas, nearly ail hour at the ancient town of Trois 
Rivieres. It is built close upon the river, and to my eyes 
presented an aspect of gloom and decay. This place is 
the residence of the once notorious Stephen Burroughs, the 
celebrated counterfeiter, whose name was not unfamiliar 
in Massachusetts some years since. His memoirs furnish­
ed one of the most remarkable chapters in the annals of
knavery. He now officiates here as a Catholic priest.__
His son is a resident of Quebec, and is said to be one of 
the wealthiest and most respected citizens of the place.— 
The Lady Superior of the Convent which was destroyed 
at Charlestown, has taken up her abode at Trois Rivieres.
[Boston Transcript.
State of Printing in Portugal —In Lisbon there are 
only two printing offices; the one publishes a weekly news­
paper, and employs four compositors and two pressmen__
the other prints a semi-weekly paper, and employes six 
compositors and two pressmen In Oporto there are three 
printing establishments upon a similar scale, one of which 
is supported by the English merchants, and the work exe­
cuted in it is chiefly in the English language. The types 
are of an inferior description, and the press is an extremely 
rude and inefficient machine—the impression being im­
parted from the types to the paper by the weight of a large 
stone, wdiicli is raised and lowered by a rope and pulley at­
tached to the ceiling.
FOREIGN.
By an arrival at this port, says the New Y’ork Obser­
ver, London papers have been received to the 7th of Octo­
ber.
Recruits to tlie Spanish service continued to depart from 
different parts of the United Kingdom. The whole num­
ber enlisted in the United Kingdom up to the 1st of Octo­
ber, was 8,789, of which number 397 were of the artillery’ 
602 of the cavalry, and 7,740 of the infantry. Of the 
whole number, 7,826 had embarked for Spain. ’
The accounts from Spain are more favorable to t’ne du­
ration of the Queen’s authority. The Provincial Juntos 
seem generally to have been satisfied witli the new ap­
pointments ac Madrid, and had sent in their adhesion.— 
Much joy was manifested, especially in Barcelona, at the 
new order of things. That city was perfectly quiet under 
Gen. Mina.
The Loudon Morning Herald says that the four impor­
tant offices of lord lieutenant, chief secretary, attorney’ gen­
eral, and privy councillor in Ireland, are filled by nomi­
nees of Mr. O’Connell.
Don Miguel had removed to Venice. Before leaving 
Rome he issued a protest against the sales of the forfeited 
church domains, declaring that he will annul them when 
he regains possession of his throne. The sales, neverthe­
less, were going on actively,and purchasers displayed no anx­
iety as to the goodness of their titles.
It is announced in the London Gazette, of the 23d ult.j 
that Ilis Britannic Majesty had appointed the Hon. Ste­
phen Fox, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister plenipoten­
tiary to the United States of America. Mr. Fox is a son 
of Lord Holland, and has occupied the post of Minister 
Plenipotentiary in Brazil. — Political Arena.
Steam Communication with India.— flic London times 
announces that measures for the establishment of steam 
communication with India, are in progress with renewed 
activity. . Agencies or depots are about to he formed at 
Alexandria, Cairo, and Suez, and the operations on this 
part of the route are expected to be complete by the end 
ofthe present year. It is anticipated that when all the 
arrangements are complete, the whole journey from Eng­
land to Bombay will be effected in sixty days during 
eight or nine months of the year, and in eighty-five dur­
ing the monsoons. Shipmentsof machinery, &c. for the 
rail-road across the desert, are going on with great activity. 





On the 15th of October, Judge Story Pronounced .eu­
logy on Judge.Wmball, in Boston. The subjoined ode 
■was sung upon the occasion^
ODE.
Again the voice of God!
How breaks it round!
O’er consecrated sod.
With locks unbound,
Grief in her marble brow 
And bows amid her veil 1
That mandate from on high—
The clarion call,
That rung through earth and sky 
His rayless fall,
In accents, “thou shalt die,” again 
rroclaims Man’s dream of years how vain.
We vail not in its grave 
Ambition’s brow—
It is not o’er the brave 
We gather now!
But one who reached man’s loftier fate,
Faultlessly good and nobly great.
A sceptre was his ow n,
Drawn from the sky-
lie fill’d a holier throne 
Than royalty,
He sat with deathless Justice crown’d,
While Truth, like sunlight flash’d around!
His life to all the earth 
Proud record bore,
Man yet might spring to birth,
With angels power!
His death, that as the “grass,” to-day 
Robes him in glory—and decay!
Oh! well, with spirit bow’d,
About his bier
May a broad empire crow’d,
With prayer and tear! —
_ His be, its requiem—deep and far—
A nationis heart his sepulchre!
From the New York Observer.
FOR SPAIN!
Up, for the captive Spain!
The realm of chivalry—
That long unto imperious Rome 
Has bowed the abject knee.
Let mighty prayer go forth 
Tliut loosed shall be her chain;
And glad in Jesus Christ may be 
The broad bright lands of Spain.
Up, for the soil of song!
The child of many lays—
Whose melody to sin’s becn’given,
Seldom to Heaven’s praise;—
Send supplication forth,
That presently be strung
To praises evangelical,
The noble Spanish tongue.
Up, for the treasure-land !
Whose ingots are her loss,
If, in their gilded bravery,
Forgotten he the Cross.
Oh show her that her gems 
Arc pate, her mines are mean,
Scanned in the faithful telescope 
Through which the Savior’s seen.
Up, for her generous youth!
Up, for her beauteous dames!
Sated with time, that they may learn 
Eternity has claims^—
Learn that its joys untold,
And garniture unpriced,
Arc laid up for God’s daughters, and 
The cuvaliersof Christ.
Up, for ye owe a debt!
She rent the veil away
From centuries, nnd proudly brought 
Your continent to day :
Strive, ye new men, that Christ’s 
Banner may be unfurled
O’er her, that long for Him has lain 
An undiscoverd world.
Up, for her nobles lie 
In superstition hound :
Her serfs of ignorance are sold,
Her princes are uncrowned ;—
Proclaim n Jubilee!
That mind may be restored;
And peasant nnd hidalgo be 
Men, taught to know the Lord.
W. B Tatpan.
Philadelphia, Oct. l ltli. 1835.
JUVENILE.
ILL-NATURE.
“Ellen, I wish you would run up stairs and 
get Tor inc the little apron, which you will find 
upon the table.”—
“ I shall not do any such thing. You may 
get it yourself. It is pretty well too, if I must 
run your errands.”
This conversation took place between two 
sisters, the eldest of whom, named Mary, bad 
charge of a little baby, who was creeping about 
upon the floor.
“I would get the apron myself, if I could 
leave the child,” continued Mary, “but since 
you are so ill-natured, it is no matter.”
The mother of the children had gone out that 
afternoon, and promised, that on her return, 
she would make each of them a present, if they 
had been good. Now do you think, that Ellen 
deserved a present, when she was so disobliging? 
As soon as her motherentered the door Ellen
ran to her to claim the promised reward.
“ Have you been good, Ellen?”
, “O, very good. I have been quiet all the 
time you have been gone. 1 have not thrown 
down the chairs, nor scratched the tables, nor 
broken the china, nor injured any thing.”
** -Vnd, you have done all in your power to 
assist your sister, I suppose,” said her mother. 
“ You have been kind, and gentle, and in good 
humor, all the afternoon ?”
Ellen hung down her head,for she did not like 
to tell an untruth.
. “ Here is the present,” said her mother, hand­
ing her a beautiful little work-box. “ Of course 
you are conscious of having deserved it; and 
here is another for Mary.”
Ellen eagerly took the box from her mother’s 
hand. She opened it, and examined its con­
tents. It contained a pair of scissors, a silver 
thimble, a needle-case, some little articles made 
and a looking-g|ass fastened under­
tookhcrt»C0V?r- h was very pretty’and k
R.i »i.tlme to examine it. “ How
I doall in my povv yu,c R rainy r— 
I was ill-natured, and do not jS8ISt niy slster ? 
It is not time.” deserve the box.
Ellen felt too unhappy to keen u, 
at last she sorrowfully returned it ?? • ljox» and 
ther, I was not good. I do not a£g"M^' 
present, which you have been so kind as tnuhe 
for me.” ° buy
«« Why—-have you doae any thing, that is 
wrong?”
« Yes, mother,T^asvery ill-natured towards 
Mary, just now, when she asked me to go up
Well Ellen, I will place the box on the 
shelf- When you think that you have overcome 
your habit of petulance and ill-nature, you may 
take it for your own.”
Three days after this scene had taken place, 
Ellen entered the parlor. She looked at the 
box, and then placed her finger to her lips, and 
reflected. “ Why, have I been so much hap­
pier,” said she, “for these three days past, than 
I was before ? It has not been because I hoped 
to have the box, for I could have taken that at 
any time. It must have been because I have 
left off that ill-natured habit, which is so disa­
greeable to others as well as to myself. Snail 
I take the box now? No. I think I will wait a 
little longer.”
With great self-denial, Ellen refrained from 
taking possession of the box for a whole month. 
At the end of that time, she took it down, and 
carrying it to her mother, said: “ Here, mother 
is the box, which you gave me and though it is 
very pretty, I do not think it has made me so 
happy, as the victory, which I have gained 
over my ill-nature.”
“You speak truth, Ellen,” said her mother; 
“the ill-natured child is after all a greater ene­
my to herself than to any one else; while on the 
contrary, she who studies to oblige and make 
those around her contented, will be happier than 
jewels or riches can render her. ’
Will my young readers take a hint from this 
simple hut true story ? Our lives are short, and 
you may never he happier in this world than 
now that you are children. Why should we im- 
bitter each other's moments by ill-nature and 
petulance ? Why should we not strive to ren­
der each other every obligation in our power, 
especially when such an act is a means of en­
suring our own happiness?
Ill-natured children will he disliked by young 
and old. Their selfishness will render them an 
object of aversion to others, while their cross 
and dissatisfied humor will make them a burden 
to themselves. Let us look to the example of' 
our meek and long-suffering Saviour, and act 
according to his precepts.—Parley's Magazine.
EARLY PIETY.
Archbishop Usher, at the age of fourteen, 
exhibited decided evidences of conversion and 
piety, and was admitted to the ordinance of the 
Lord’s supper. At that early age, before com­
memorating the dying love of Jesus, he used to 
retire to some private place to spend a whole 
afternoon in impartial self-examination and deep 
humiliation for all his sins. In these lioiy exer­
cises, he often enjoyed such enlargement of 
heart, that tears of joy and penitence flowed 
from his eves. So great were the ardours of 
these holy seasons of devotion, that the recol­
lection of them in more advanced years fre­
quently revived the dying embers of piety 
on the altar of his heart. Often did he retire 
to the hanks of a favorite river; there conceal­
ed from the gaze of his fellow-creatures, he 
poured out his soul before the Searcher of 
hearts. My dear children, imitate this man of 
God. Accustom yourselyes to think seriously.
[S. S. Jour.
THE HYDROMETER AND THE CHfNESE MER- 
CANT.
The Hydrometer is an instrument by which 
the strength of the spirit is determined,’or rather 
by which the quantity of water mixed with the 
spirit is ascertained; and the dependence which 
may be placed on its accuracy, once gave rise 
to a curious scene in China. A merchant sold 
to the purser of a ship a quantity of distilled 
spirit according to a sample shown; but not 
standing in awe of conscience, he afterwards, 
in the privacy of his store-house, added a quan­
tity of water to each cask. The article having 
been delivered on board, and tried by the hy­
drometer, was discovered to be wanting in 
strength. When the vender was charged with 
the fraud, he stoutly denied it; hut on the exact 
quantity of water which had been mixed with 
the spirit being named, he was confounded : for 
he knew of no human means by which the dis­
covery could have been made, and, trembling 
he confessed his roguery. If the ingenuity of 
man is thus able todetect the iniq’uity of a fellow 
creature, and to expose his secret practises, 
how shall we escape the all-seeing eye of the 
the Almighty that, omniscient Being, “who 
both will bring to light the hidden things of 
darkness, and will make manifest the counsels 
of the heart ?”
INDUSTRY.
There is one precept, says Sir Joshua Rey­
nolds. in which I shall he opposed only by the 
vain, the ignorant and the idle. I am not afraid 
that I shall repeat it too often. You must have 
no dependence on yourowngenius. If you have 
great talents industry will improve them; if 
you haye but moderate abilities, industry will 
supply tlieir deficiency. Nothing is denied to 
well directed labor; nothing is to be obtained 
without it.—Parley s Mag.
TEMPERANCE
SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE NEW YORK 
CITY TEMPERANCE SOCIETY.
The details presented in this report show con­
clusively that the temperance reformation con­
tinues to advance, not with remarkable rapidity 
but still in a manner that must be highly grati- 
yingand encouraging. We learn that during 
the year ending the 15th of May last, notwith­
standing the increase of population and other 
unfriendly influences, “ the number of licences 
has decreased, being one hundred and seven- 
een less the present than the preceding year ”
In one wardseventeen dealers, in another ward 
twenty and in another twenty-five, have <nven 
up the business; and from data on which the 
committee fully rely, it is estimated that two
year Many a^l°ned th,e traffick within the 
year. Many of those who have thus relin 
T’^ed the most profitable part of their bus”'- 
ness, have done so at great necuninr™ o 
Where thi« „ i ” , Pecun>ary sacrifices.1 i ?" y good accomplished by this 
society and other local organizations thev
W a Strr°ng Cla'm to be regarded a^ 
teen tFUb 'C ben.ef?cl°rs; but it is not all—eigh- 
61xhu.ndred and forty-two mem- 
rio^ asSonFi-year ha"cb,een added to *e va- 
P’edge to touch”®’* thuS S‘Ven a solemn 
‘ not, taste not the destroyer be-
verage.
Yorker.
May they go on and prosper.-
■j^t, for the circumstances supposed cannot OC°UU bu* 
it serves to show the importance of two things, viz. a 
Urge room and abundant ventilation Unless at ention 
be paid to ventilation, the air is much more rapidjy con­
taminated than is generally supposed. Its extreme ttui 
dity leads us to imagine that a body of it cannot for any 
considerable time retain its place undisturbed. On the 
contrary it is found that, where there are no causes of 
disturbance, air will remain for a long time stationary. 
Thus, the fixed air with forms in the vats of brewersi be­
ing especially heavier than the atmosphere, will keep 
its place for an indefinite period. In tlie case of a sleep- 
in<T apartment our own senses inform us of the change 
winch is produced by respiration, and the effluvium> from 
our persons. After leaving our room, if it remains 
closed, we find on returning to it that the air is close an 
offensive. A sleeping apartment should be of the largest 
size which can be commanded, and should be well an eel 
through the day to prepare it for occupation at night. 
Even at night the health is best promoted by having a 
door left part ly open, and many persons find the addition 
of a current from the window, if at a reasonable ^fiince 
no disadvantage. The question is often asked, as to the 
expediency of keeping fire in the sleeping apartment, 
during severe weather. A fire keptburnmg through.the 
night is decidedly predjudicial to a person in health, l 
his body be well covered he cannot suffer from breathing 
an atmosphere of low temperature, and he is a gamer, 
by being better prepared to admit into the lungs, the cold 
air which he meets abroad. Besides, cold air, being more 
condensed, furnishes more oxygen within the same space 
from which the blood gains in richness, and the skin in 
color. A fire, kept through 'the day and extinguished at 
bed-time, subjects the room to the disadvantage of a de­
creasing temperature through the night; a source o± dis­
comfort and even of danger.
In regard to fires, it would be recollected, that they 
act on the atmosphere, not only by consuming its oxy- 
gan, but by diminishing its moisture. It is a familiar 
fact, that the higher the temperature of the air, the 
greater the amount of moisture which it is capauie of 
dissolving; nence the external atmosphere, warmed by 
the sun’s rays, retains its due proportion of this princi­
ple. But when air is artificially heated, there being no 
supply from which moisture can be obtained, it becomes 
unnaturally dry, andfrom this cause ill fitted for maintain­
ing in full vigor the vital processes. Many persons, on 
entering a hot room, find themselves greatly annoyed by 
this circumstance; the membrane of the nose is de­
prived of its moisture of evaporation, and the sensationis 
at once produced of difficult respiration, if the nasal pas­
sage were obstructed. To remedy this drying of the airs 
by artificial heat, the plan has been adopted of placing a 
vessel of water near the fire, the evaparation of which 
may furnish moisture to take the place of that abstracted 
and this expedient will be found to answer a very good 
purpose. Dry hot air is injurious to furniture and still 
more so to books, warping the backs and springing the 
leaves. We have known books remove spontaneously 
from their shelves in consequence of the vicinity to tlie 
hot draught of air from a furnace.
Lectures on Printing.
Ddixcrctl before, the Portsmouth Lyceum, by C. W. Breiv- 
ster.
The first newpaper published at regular intervals was 
issued monthly at Venice, in Italy, about 250 years since. 
It was called the Gazetta—signifying a treasury of news. 
The number of copies issued of this paper must l ave 
been very limited—for the jealousy of ti>e Venetian go 
ernment would not miow oi the circulation of printed 
aiiects, so that the Gazetta continued to be distributed in 
manuscript for more than thirty years. Files of this pa­
per are now extant.
In the whole Chinese empire, although Printing has 
been so long practised there, but one regular newspaper 
is published at the present time. It is a sort of court 
Journal, issued at Pekin, and called Kinkpaou or the 
Messenger of the Capital.
The Press had been in operation in England nearly a 
century before a regular periodical was published. In 
Nov. 1665, the London Gazette was issued weekly, and 
has been published to the present time.
The first newspaper in the British American Colonies, 
the Boston News Letter, was commenced in 1704. The 
Boston Gazette was commenced in 1719—and the third 
paper in the Colonies was commenced the same year in 
Philadelphia, entitled the American Weekly Mercury. 
The first paper in New York was established in 1725—in 
Maryland in 1728 -Rhode Island and South Carolina 1733 
—Virginia in 1736—Connecticut and North Carolina in 
1755—New Hampshire in 1754—Delaware in 1761—and 
in Georgia in 1763.
In 1775, there had been 78 different newspapers print­
ed, 39 of which had been discontinued previous to that 
time—so that at the commencement of the Revolution 
there were but 39 papers printed in the U. States—and 
of the number then printed but eight establishments are 
now in existence.
In 1819 the whole number of newspapers was three hun­
dred and fifty. There are now about one thousand two 
hundred newspaper establishments in the United States 
from which are issued, at a moderate calculation, 100,- 
000,000 printed sheets annually—which, if in one con­
tinuous sheet, would reach four times from pole to pole 
—and if embodied in a book form, would be equal to is­
suing six volumes as large as the Bible every minute in 
the year.
The advancement in newspapers has not only been in 
numbers but in size. The largest papers published about 
fifty years since were of the demi size. In about twenty 
years, some had increased to the super-royal. Within a 
few years some have grown to the elephant size—and last 
month a New York publisher presented the'public with a 
full grown mammoth.—Portsmouth Journal,
Smuggling Extraordinary.—-On Saturday a very sin­
gular discovery of contraband goods was made by tlie rev­
enue officers. On Gaily-quay, lower Thames-street, a case 
of foreign toys had been just landed from a ship recent­
ly arrived from Calais, and a custom house weigher, wish­
ing to please his children with a wooden horse, asked the 
merchant to whom they were consigned for one, which 
he refused, and rather peremptorily ordered the weigher to 
return it to the box, which he did; but after the merchant 
had retired the officer pulled a horse out of the case, which 
broket and displayed to his view twelve pairs of French 
silk net gloves, which had been ingeniously secreted in the 
interior before the horse was painted. The inside of eve­
ry toy was found to contain similar articles; horses, dogs, 
lambs, and donkeys, were stuffed with silk gloves, and 178 
dozen pairs were seized, valued at .£200. There were 
twelve children’s drums, in each of which were found twelve 
pairs of gloves. The whole were so ingeniously packed, 
and the toys so well finished, that had it not been for the 
above accidental occurrence they would most probably have 
passed the custom house.
Portuguese Honesty.—A German gentleman, about a 
year and a half previous to the investment of Oporto, had 
given a poor peasant woman a piece of linen to make shirts; 
and, to his astonishment, she made and brought them all 
to him, having conveyed them safely through the midst of 
the Miguelite soldiery, at a time when troops in general 
would be apt to appropriate so useful an article to them­
selves. On mentioning this to an English lady in Oporto, 
she said, “Oh! that is nothing—a poor woman has brought 
me back all the thread I gave her to make tape, saying, that 
she could not make the tape, as the soldiers had burned all 
her machinery.” There were numberless instances of ser­
vants and others begging in the streets, rather than make 
use of the property entrusted to their charge. I am confi­
dent,Jliat if I returned to Oporto, I should find a few things 
that I gave to some poor people, telling them to keep them 
till I returned, most faithfully guarded. Such is the fidelity 
of these people. I doubt if any virtues the constitution 
may produce, will make amends for those they will lose, 
even it they should arrive at penny papers every morninn- 
at breakfast, and have the beautiful clearness of tlieir at­
mosphere destroyed by the vapours and the smoke of man­
ufactories.— Colonel Balcock's Sketches.
A Goon Sentiment—Children are more frequently 
ruined by inheriting large fortunes, than by being compel­
led by the absence of wealth to embrace an active and in­
dustrious life, to gain a subsistence. We have always been 
much pleased with the answer of Phocion, one of tlie most 
renowned philosophers and law givers of Greece, when a 
friend presented him a large sum of money, and pressed 
him to accept of it, at least for his children. “ If my chil- 
dren, said Phocion, “resemble me, they will, as well as 
me, have enough; and if they become dissipated, I will 
not leave them wherewithal to maintain their luxury and do 
bauclicry. J
The Couriere de la Frontiere, of Valenciennes . 
seriously that “the Jews of Champagne have lately enter8 
ed mtoamostprofitaWe specuhuion. Having discovered 
certain sous pieces of yellow copper, coined in 1791,
-New
when the laws of our
MOBS.
K" uW" u Be .eu to. every 
friend of good order “ “’“^ri’gtheSpoblic'dtitoSan-
^e’liS'.'fX ing^
the Mercantile Journal.
A COLD WATER MOB.
Mr. Editor;—Did you ever hear of such a 
thing ? Was there ever a mob whose passions 
were excited by cold water ? lhat editor ha 
politician, that minister of religion, or that 
citizen of any name or profession, who refuses 
to reiterate the sentence of unqualified reproba­
tion of the spirit of violence and anarchy, now 
struggling to gain the ascendancy ovei aw, is a 
traitor to his country and his God. And lie 
who reprobates this spirit in one sentence and 
justifies or palliates it in the next islno better. 
Ours is a government of law not of men- an 
he is the real incendiary, the revolutionist, 
who does any thing or palliates or countenances 
any thing which tends to weaken the authority 
oflaw and bring it into contempt. On the res 
pect and ivilling submission of our citizens to the 
law is based the foundation of all our hopes of 
social order and happiness. Surely the state of 
our country demands that every citizen should 
raise his voice and say in unequivocal language 
that while our courts of justice are open and the. 
whole community ready to co-operate- in bring­
ing to condign punishment, no possible circum­
stances can justify an*appeal to mob violence. 
Whatever may be the difference of opinion res­
pecting the various principles and measures 
that now agitate the moral and political world,
I beg of my fellow-citizens to unite in putting 
down the mobbing spirit now prevailing.
But what so powerful to banish this from our 
city as cold water? I recently heard of a school 
teacher who took this method to c&lrn those 
children whose hearts, faces and eyes were in­
flamed with anger. He called them up and 
made them drink cold water—tumbler after 
tumbler full—till they became perfectly cool 
and calm. Banish from this city all intoxicat­
ing drink—shut up our grog-shops, those foun­
tains of violence and bloodshed, and open one 
half as many fountains of cold water as there 
are now fountains of liquid fire, and see then if it 
would he possible to get up a mob in this city. 
Let this be done in every city and village in the 
land—even in those places where the people
have shown themselves most inflamable, and
to get up a mob. How
are mobs excited now ? Some bloody-minded 
desperadoes get around them a gang of poor, 
reckless, misguided men, and drench them, as 
it were, outside and inside with alcohol in some 
of its forms—it matters not which—inflame their 
blood and passions, and by a frequent repetition 
of the fiery dose work them into a state of phren 
zy, and then they are prepared for any despe­
rate enterprise to which their worse than fiend­
ish leaders shall guide them. But suppose al­
cohol in all its forms banished from the city, and 
fountains of pure cold water instead of fountains 
of fire were opened in every street and at every 
corner.—suppose our distilleries, now pouring 
on our city burning streams that set on fire the 
whole course of nature, were turned into grand 
reservoirs of pure water, how could any one 
possibly get up a mob ? Collect the rabble 
that generally constitute a mob; lead them to one 
of these fountains and there drench them with 
coldwater. Will the mob spirit come ? never. 
This spirit cannot live around the pure and cool­
ing fountain. It thrives in the wine butt and 
rum barrel, and is fostered in those fountains of 
pollution and liquid fire, our infamous grog­
shops.
Look over our land and trace the history of 
mobs for two years past. You cannot find one 
cold water mob among them all. They have 
all originated in, and have been conducted more 
or less by intoxicating drinks. Then, sir, if 
our citizens would put down the spirit of moho 
cracy, and maintain the dominion of just laws, 
let them strike at the root of the evil ; let them 
come up in a solid body to the help of the tem­
perance cause. Let those who have much 
property at stake in society, abandon at once 
their costly wines and all their inebriating 
draughts and unite their energies against the 
fiery demon—alcohol. Do you consider how 
intimately the spirit of anarchy and violence is 
connected with the use of intoxicating drinks? 
Intemperance and mobs go hand in hand. Think 
not to save this nation from anarchy so long as a 
large class of its citizens live under the contin­
ual excitement of intoxicating drinks.
A TRUE SON.
As we werestrolling down theriver bank some 
time since, we noticed an old man and a little 
boy in earnest and almost angry debate. A mo­
ment’s stop made known the cause of it. The 
father had a jug in his hand, which he told the 
boy to take home, as he wished to return to a 
grog-shop, whence, from his manner, I thought 
he had just come. But the little fellow would 
not take thejug : he clung to his father’s coat, 
and told him he should not go back—“ You’ve 
drunk too much now,” said he, “and you mustn’t 
go back, father. Come home with me while 
you can walk, and don’t go back to that bad 
place.” The old man doubted, and tried to 
persuade the boy to loose him, but he hung on 
stoutly. Next he ordered him to let go his coat, 
and stamped and swore; but to no purpose:— 
the boy was not to be coaxed or scared. “You 
s ian t go back,” he said with a flashing eye: 
and flushed cheek; “You shall go home, father, 
you shant t get drunk,” and he dragged,—liter­
ally dragged him from the place.
If wc were asked to explain this conduct, we 
should say the mother was, beyond donht, the 
cause of it.-—Cincinnati Mirror.
MISCELLANY.
From the Commercial Herald.
Air—At each breath we draw, more than a cubic inch 
°r principle of the air isconsu-
,ir ’i, i Principle constitutes one fourth of theSeihS ftLte ‘f fora,s b“‘“ “lh f"1 “f lha 
fnn?- , ™the lungs- Now the number of respira- 
SunDoVthe1 twenty-f,ve Per minute, or 1500 hourly— 
close room, andt^Ehe^e*'1 1 ^f^
air, without any admix me of fiT * a 1
end of that time he will have LJ? ieXpired} at ?-‘G
as this vital nrincinlo e entirely consumed, so far
ric air. This howevoi- concerned> 20 feet of atmostphe- nis however ls a mere iiiustration of the ^ub.
bearing the profile of Louis XVI and having the mi
mark of a grenade, contain a considerable portion of g0)d 
they have lately been buying them up at very high prices.’ 
. f r _ them as much as 2f. 50c. It an-.. ‘
Ui n mi wv.. —v—o -- -- .
-riving for some of t f. . t appe ’ 
That this coin, which, however, is becoming extremely r 
was cast from the metal that composod some church be«J 
in which there was a large portion of the more preciousaJ. 
loy, but which the coiners of those troublesome times did 
not take the pains to extract, and which, after a circu]ation 
of upwards of forty years, the Jews alone have Umj 
cunning to discover!”
Grief.__“Grief loves to feed upon itself, and surroun,)
itself with multiplications of its own image. Like a hee, 
it will find sweets in the poisonous flower, and nestle with’ 
in its own creations, though they pierce the heart that 
cherishes them.”
Human Nature-—He who embarks in the voyage of 
life will always wish to advance, rather by the impu)S8 
of the wind, than the strokes of the oar; and many founder 
in their passage while they lie waiting for the gale.”_ 
Johnson.
The Short-horned Durham Ox.—Some superior spe. 
cimens of this famous breed of English cattle, wereimpor. 
ted a few days since in the ship Great Britain, Capt. 
French, from Liverpool, having been purchased for the 
Ohio Agricultural Society, whose enterprising exertions 
we have before had occasion to advert to. We believe the 
present are the finest samples ever brought to this country. 
They are 8 in number, two year old and yearlings; 
largest, which is a two year old white bull, is of herculean 
size, but not on that account of gross or unwieldy shape, 
but of remarkable elegance and symmetry of proportions, 
both in the body, neck, head and limbs—presenting in fact 
a beautiful model or study for a painter like Woursmans,so 
famous for his cattle. He weighs 2580 lbs. and cost in Eu. 
gland £200, making the whole expense of bringing bin, 
out about $1000. What seems particularly to distingue 
this breed of cattle, is the small elegant limbs, the robust 
muscular form of the neck, the fine contour of the head 
and face, and the short crumpled horn turned inward.— 
The neck in this bull is of a depth fully equal to the length 
of the head, the small pointed nose forming with the fore, 
head, throat and uper part of the neck, an isosceles triangle 
of which the throat is the base line. The two year old 
cow, which stood in the stall next to the large bull, was of 
white color and nearly of the same size also of elegant 
form. The yearlings composed of both sexes were full as 
large as some of our full grown cattle. The animals were 
fed on the passage on hay and oil cake, made of ground 
flax-seed, and the sides of the stalls being cushioned, pre- 
vented any injury from the motion of the ship from which 
in fact they scarcely felt any inconvenience, as they very 
prudently lay down during a gale. The consequence is 
they have lost but very little flesh, and are in excellent 
health. The English boy who had charge of them, came 
out expressly for that pnrpose—New York Star.
Indian Corn —Is is now’quite time for every coraphte 
farmer to make up his mind how he may probably dense 
the greatest profit from his crop of iridian corn. It is a 
fact, well established by numerous experiments, that great 
advantage has been derived from selecting seed corn froni 
stalks bearing two or more ears. We believe that Joseph 
Cooper, Esq., of New Jersey was the first who 
ded and practiced improving Indian corn in the sawie vnwti- 
ner that we improve the breeds of domestic animals, by 
crossing and selection. The following is his notice oi 
the first experiment perhaps ever made for that pur- 
pose: —
“In or about the year 1772, a friend sent me a few cars 
of a small kind of Indian corn, the grains of which were 
not larger than goose shot, which he informed me, by a 
note in which they were inclosed, were originally from 
Guinea and produced from eight to ten ears on a stalk.— 
Those grains I planted and found the production to answer 
the description, but the ears small, and few of them ripe 
before frost. I saved some of the largest and earliest, and 
planted them between rows of earlier and larger kinds of 
corn, which produced a mixture to advantage; then I saved 
seeds from stalks that produced the greatest number of 
the largest ears, and first ripe, which I planted the ensuioc 
season, and was not a little gratified to find its production 
preferable, both in quantity and quality, to that of any 
corn I had ever planted. This kind of corn I have con­
tinued planting ever since, selecting that designed lor seed 
in the manner I would wish others to try, viz:
When the first ears are ripe enough for seed, gather a 
sufficient quantity for early corn, for replanting aid at the 
same time you would wish your corn to be ripe gew\. 
ly, gather a sufficient quantity for planting the next 
year, having particular care to take it from stalks which 
are large at bottom, of a regular taper, not over tall, the 
ears set low, and containing the greatestnumber of good siz­
able ears of the best quality. Let it dry speedily, and from 
the corn, gathered as last described, plant your main 
crop, and ii any hills should be missing, replant from that 
first gathered, which will cause the crop to ripen more reg­
ularly than in common. This is a great benefit. The 
above mentioned I have practiced for many years, and am 
satisfied it lias increased the quantity and improved the qual­
ity of my crops beyond the expectation of any person, who
has not tried the experiment----Willick’s Dorn. Encpclope-
dia, art. Corn.
dVe injure the crop when weharvest Indian corotooeM- 
ly. The grain should be fully ripeand perfect 
corn is harvested or even the stalks cu t. There is no 
but that the leaves and stalk of the plant furnish nourish­
ment to the grain as long as they remain green and juicy- 
£2Y Farmer.
Transplanting ‘ Trees.—Nature plainly shows hoi 
deep all trees ought to be planted. To set them in the leas’ 
deeper than they originally grew, is dangerous ; to sel 
them much deeper, fatal. In unusually exposed situa­
tions, to guard against injury by high winds, it is only 
required to shorten the tops, and otherwise trim them; 
but on no account whatever ought any part before nurs­
ed by its native air to be buried in the earth----
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